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The Honourable Allan Rock

Minister of Industry

235 Queen Street, 11th Floor

Ottawa, Ontario

K1A 0H5

Dear Minister Rock:

On behalf of the Canadian Biotechnology Advisory Committee (CBAC), I am pleased to present to you, in your

capacity as Convenor of the Biotechnology Ministerial Coordinating Committee, our report titled Patenting of

Higher Life Forms.

We undertook this project in an attempt to identify and examine issues that should be taken into consideration

in deciding whether higher life forms should be patentable in Canada and, if so, under what conditions. We have

concluded that plants and animals should be patentable, provided that the special nature of biological inventions is

taken into account.

Our recommendations were guided by research work, consultations with and feedback from key stakeholder

groups and individual members of the public, as well as by the deliberations of the Intellectual Property Project

Steering Committee and other CBAC members. The recommendations presented here reflect the importance of

addressing social and ethical concerns related to biotechnology and the balance to be maintained between the rights

of patent holders and those seeking access to the benefits of biotechnological inventions.  In addition, a number of

recommendations suggest improvements to the administration of the patent system.

On behalf of CBAC members, I would like to recognize the tremendous contribution of the Intellectual Property

Project Steering Committee members and, in particular, the committee’s Chair, Prof. Bartha Maria Knoppers, who

spent many hours preparing this report and recommendations. We would also like to acknowledge Roy Atkinson,

Executive Director of the Canadian Biotechnology Secretariat, and the CBAC staff, notably project manager Marnie

McCall, for their efforts in producing this report.

I hope you will find this report and our recommendations of interest, and I and the other members of

CBAC look forward to continuing to work with you and your colleagues on the Biotechnology Ministerial

Coordinating Committee.

Yours sincerely,

Dr. Arnold Naimark

Chair

Canadian Biotechnology Advisory Committee
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Firstly, thanks to all those Canadians who partic-
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the following:
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intellectual property. 
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recommendations in our Interim Report.
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tance in the drafting of this report. I would also like to
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Executive Director, Canadian Biotechnology Secre-

tariat, and all the CBAC staff who have worked on this

project over the past two years, notably the project

manager, Marnie McCall.
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Patenting of Higher Life Forms is a report to the

Biotechnology Ministerial Coordinating Committee

of the Government of Canada that arose from a project

undertaken by the Canadian Biotechnology Advisory

Committee (CBAC). The key issue addressed in the

report is whether Canada should permit the patenting

of plants, seeds and animals. The report identifies a

number of factors bearing on that question. In the

course of the project, it became clear that the patent-

ing of biological material generally (whether DNA

sequences, breast cancer genes, microbes or Harvard

mice) raised a number of additional issues worthy 

of consideration.

In arriving at our recommendations, we have com-

missioned research, consulted with stakeholders and

the public and considered comments received in

response to an Interim Report. The present document

follows the general structure of the Interim Report,

except that some of the descriptive material presented

there now appears in annexes to this document in

order to keep the focus on our recommendations. In

formulating our recommendations (reduced to 13

from 16), we took into account a Statement of Princi-

ples and Values we adopted to guide our activities.

The report is divided into four major topic areas:

Social and Ethical Concerns Raised by Biotech-

nology: This section of the report describes a 

number of social and ethical concerns arising from

or linked with the development of biotechnology. It

summarizes three possible approaches to addressing

these considerations. 

Patentability of Higher Life Forms: After

addressing the issue of the patentability of human

beings, this section of the report describes the main

arguments supporting or opposing the patenting of

plants, seeds and animals. Four of the five recom-

mendations in this section are linked and should be

considered as a group. 

Other Issues Related to Biotechnology and

Intellectual Property: This section deals with other

issues of a social or ethical nature that are clearly

linked to the patent regime. It contains recommenda-

tions about liability for damage caused by the

unwanted spread of products of biotechnology, access

to genetic resources, benefit-sharing and protection of

traditional knowledge. This section also draws atten-

tion to recent developments concerning the impact of

biotechnology patents on the health care system. 

Improving the Administration of the Patent

System: This section contains a series of comments

and recommendations concerning both the operation

and the policy orientation of the Canadian patent 

system. The advice provided to the Government of

Canada in this section is intended to ensure that

Canada’s patent policies and procedures keep pace

with developments in the Canadian biotechnology

industry, while ensuring that the appropriate balance

between inventors and citizens is maintained. The

focus of this section is to identify a series of measures

to strengthen the patent system.

Conclusion: Once the decision of the Supreme

Court of Canada in the Harvard mouse case is known,

no matter the ruling, the federal government will have

its own decisions to make. This report is intended to

provide advice and suggest directions for the govern-

ment in reaching those decisions. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY



HUMAN BEINGS NOT PATENTABLE

1. We recommend that the Patent Act be amended

to include the following statement:

No patent shall be granted on human bodies at any

stage of development.

PATENTABILITY OF HIGHER LIFE FORMS

2. We recommend that higher life forms (i.e.,

plants, seeds and non-human animals) that

meet the criteria of novelty, non-obviousness

and utility be recognized as patentable. The

scope of the patent rights in respect of these

higher life forms is to be determined in accord-

ance with Recommendations 3, 4 and 5.

FARMERS’ PRIVILEGE

3. We recommend that a farmers’ privilege provi-

sion be included in the Patent Act. It should

specify that farmers are permitted to save and

sow seeds from patented plants or to breed

patented animals, as long as these progeny are

not sold as commercial propagating material

or in a manner that undermines the commer-

cial value to its creator of a genetically engi-

neered animal, respectively. The drafting of this

provision must be sensitive to the differences

that exist both in the nature and use of plants

and non-human animals.

INNOCENT BYSTANDERS

4. We recommend that the Patent Act include pro-

visions that protect innocent bystanders from

claims of patent infringement with respect to

adventitious spreading of patented seed or

patented genetic material or the insemination of

an animal by a patented animal.

x

RESEARCH AND EXPERIMENTAL USE 

5. We recommend that the Patent Act be amended

to include a research and experimental use

exception that includes the following statement:

It is not an infringement of a patent to use a

patented process or product either:

(a) privately and for non-commercial purposes, or 

(b) to study the subject-matter of the patented

invention to investigate its properties, improve

upon it, or create a new product or process.

LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES

6. We recommend that Canada actively 

participate in international negotiations to

address issues of liability and redress for

adventitious spreading of patented seed or

genetic material or the insemination of an

animal by a patented animal.

ACCESS TO GENETIC RESOURCES AND
BENEFIT-SHARING

7. We recommend that the federal government,

in consultation with other levels of government

and other stakeholders, develop policies and

practices that encourage the sharing of the 

benefits of research involving genetic material.

In particular, we recommend that:

(a) the benefits of medical and pharmaceutical

research based on human genetic material

(including its commercial exploitation) be

shared with the groups or communities

who provided the material. All bodies

(public, private and corporate) involved in

funding research and/or establishing

guidelines or codes of conduct for the 

ethical conduct of research should ensure

that benefit-sharing is addressed. Health

LIST OF RECOMMENDATIONS



Canada should lead an initiative to engage

all stakeholders in developing best practices

in regard to benefit-sharing for research

involving human subjects.

(b) with respect to research based on plant and

animal genetic material, Canada:

• continue to participate in the ongoing

processes of the Convention on Biolog-

ical Diversity to address outstanding

issues with respect to the voluntary

Bonn Guidelines on Access to Genetic

Resources and Fair and Equitable Sharing

of the Benefits Arising out of their Utilization

(such as user country obligations and

consideration by the Working Group on

Article 8(j) of the Guidelines by Indige-

nous and Local Communities);

• encourage and facilitate compliance

with the Bonn Guidelines within

Canada as well as internationally;

• sign and ratify as soon as possible the

International Treaty on Plant Genetic

Resources for Food and Agriculture, partic-

ipate in the development of the stan-

dard material transfer agreement,

including provisions requiring benefit-

sharing, and encourage and facilitate

their use within Canada; and

• generally encourage and facilitate 

benefit-sharing arrangements between

the users of genetic resources and 

traditional and local communities

within Canada.

xi

TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE AND
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY

8. We recommend that Canada support the

efforts being undertaken in the World Intellec-

tual Property Organization working group on

Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge and

Folklore to determine whether a form of intel-

lectual property could be developed with

respect to traditional knowledge.

9. We recommend that the Canadian Intellec-

tual Property Office provide guidance 

to patent examiners on assessing as “prior art”

traditional knowledge that has been made

public through oral as well as written or 

published transmission.

GUIDELINES FOR BIOTECHNOLOGICAL
PATENTS AND PROCESSES

10. We recommend that the Canadian Intellectual

Property Office develop and publish interpre-

tative guidelines concerning biological inven-

tions. The guidelines should be updated on a

regular basis and should provide direction to

applicants and examiners, notably on:

(a) the interpretation of the criteria for issuing

a patent (i.e., novelty, non-obviousness,

utility and breadth of claims) as they relate

to biological inventions, and

(b) the process to be followed by patent appli-

cants and the benchmark time frames for

each step, to the extent (if any) that these

may differ from other patent applications.

SERVICE STANDARDS AND PERFORMANCE
REPORTING

11. We recommend that the Canadian Intellectual

Property Office:

(a) regularly update its service standards, based

on best international practice, for process-

ing patent applications, and 

(b) report regularly on its performance with

respect to those standards and the steps

being taken (such as increasing capacity

and/or expertise) to meet them. 



xii

INTERNATIONAL HARMONIZATION

12. We recommend that Canada pursue further

harmonization of patent policies and proce-

dures at the international level by:

(a) continuing to participate in international

initiatives to harmonize patent law policy,

such as reform of the Patent Cooperation

Treaty, the work of the Substantive Patent

Law Committee, and work under the

Agenda for Development of the Interna-

tional Patent System (the Patent Law

Agenda), and

(b) ratifying, as soon as possible, the Patent Law

Treaty, which addresses the formal require-

ments for filing patent applications and

maintaining patents.

OPPOSITION PROCEDURE

13. We recommend that the government intro-

duce an opposition procedure into the Patent

Act to permit a patent to be opposed on the

grounds that it is invalid or void. As it 

is essential that this process be faster, less

cumbersome and less expensive than the 

procedures currently available, we further 

recommend that the time limit for filing

oppositions be six months from the date the

patent was granted and that procedures 

be established and resources provided to

ensure that proceedings are concluded 

within 18 months from the date the patent 

was granted.



BACKGROUND

The Government of Canada, through the publica-

tion in 1983 of the Canadian Biotechnology Strategy

and in other ways, has identified biotechnology as

one of the key sectors in a knowledge-based economy.

An important element of the 1998 renewal of the

Strategy was the decision to create a body of external

experts to advise the government on biotechnology

issues, raise public awareness and engage Canadians

in discussions on biotechnology matters. Accordingly,

the Canadian Biotechnology Advisory Committee

(CBAC) was created in 1999 with a mandate to pro-

vide the government with advice on crucial policy

issues associated with the ethical, social, regulatory,

economic, scientific, environmental and health

aspects of biotechnology. It provides its advice to the

Biotechnology Ministerial Coordinating Committee

(BMCC), which consists of the federal ministers of

Industry, Agriculture and Agri-Food, Health, Environ-

ment, Fisheries and Oceans, Natural Resources, and

International Trade. More information on CBAC and

its activities, as well as information on biotechnology

generally, is available on the committee’s web site:

www.cbac-cccb.ca.

In early 2000, we initiated a research and consul-

tation program (see Annexes A and B for details) on

the patenting of higher life forms and related issues.

We chose this topic for study because the Harvard

mouse case was before the courts in Canada and

because both government officials and CBAC mem-

bers had identified intellectual property issues relat-

ing to biotechnology generally and to the patenting of

higher life forms in particular as areas of growing con-

cern. Most member countries of the Organisation for

Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD),

including the United States and the European Union

but not Canada, permit plants and animals to be

patented. Many developing countries, on the other

hand, have concerns about the impact of patenting

biological inventions derived from plants and ani-

mals in the absence of recognition of traditional

knowledge. There is also a segment of public opinion

that holds that patents on plants and animals or any

biological material (DNA sequences, genes, cells)

whatsoever should not be permitted on moral

grounds. The current situation in Canada, which does

not permit patenting of higher life forms, means that

a number of concerns about innovation and invest-

ment and about the effects and implications of

biotechnology are not being addressed. Even among

countries that currently consider higher life forms to

be patentable, there is no consensus on how associ-

ated social and ethical considerations should be

addressed. Annex C, Structuring the Debate, groups this

wide variety of opinions into four approaches to

determining the appropriate relationship between

social and ethical concerns and the patent system.

The World Trade Organization (WTO) Agreement

on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property

(TRIPs), in Article 27.3(b), allows member countries

to exclude plants and animals from patentability.

When the mandated review of this section takes place,

some countries (mostly developing nations) can be

expected to support maintaining or expanding this

section, while other countries (most notably the

United States) will likely want to either narrow or

eliminate this exception. Canada will be better able to

contribute to this debate by developing a domestic

position on this matter prior to the commencement

of these negotiations.

In order to address the foregoing issues, we com-

missioned a number of research studies, organized

three stakeholder meetings (with non-governmental

organizations, scientists and industry) and reviewed

public opinion research. Next, we released a Consul-

tation Paper to seek input from Canadians both

directly and through a series of multi-stakeholder

roundtable discussions held across the country in the

spring of 2001. Finally, an Interim Report on Biotech-

nology and Intellectual Property was issued in the fall

of 2001. Comments were requested from interested

Canadians by March 2002 and a summary of

1
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responses can be found on the CBAC web site. Since

then, a number of reports have been published in

Canada and elsewhere, and several international

meetings have taken place with relevance to this. 

The present report represents our views on the

patenting of higher life forms after having taken into

account the results of our research studies, sector

roundtables, review of public opinion research,

multi-stakeholder consultations and responses to our

Interim Report. 

BIOTECHNOLOGY, INTELLECTUAL
PROPERTY AND THE PATENT SYSTEM

CBAC defines “biotechnology” as a body of tech-

nical knowledge about living organisms or their 

constituent parts. It defines “applied biotechnology”

as those aspects of biotechnology that are used to

make products and drive processes that serve social, 

scientific or economic purposes. Biotechnology is one

of the world’s fastest-growing industries, with global

demand expected to more than double from 

$20 billion in 1995 to $50 billion by 2005.1 Canada

is emerging as a significant contributor to this growth.

According to Statistics Canada figures, Canada’s

biotechnology sector2 in 1999 generated almost 

$2 billion in revenues, including $718 million in

exports. These revenues are expected to exceed 

$5 billion in 2002. Canada has more biotechnology

companies per capita than any other country. It is sec-

ond behind the U.S. in terms of number of compa-

nies, third behind the U.S. and U.K. in revenues, and

first in R&D per employee.3 Biotechnology’s greatest

impact, both in Canada and worldwide, is in health

care. More than 90 per cent of the advanced biotech-

nology products on the world market are related to

health. It is expected that about three-quarters of

global biotechnology demand will continue to be in

this area.

When biotechnological research leads to the

invention of a new product or process, the inventors

and/or sponsors of the work may seek intellectual

property rights to protect those inventions. While

other forms of intellectual property (such as trade

secrets and plant breeders’ rights) do exist, a patent is

the most common form of intellectual property pro-

tection sought for biotechnology innovations. 

A patent may be granted on an invention if the

invention meets the Patent Act’s definitions of “nov-

elty,” “non-obviousness” and “utility.” A patent gives

its holder the right to prevent others from making,

using, importing or selling an invention for 20 years

from the date the application for the patent was filed.4

Canada grants patents on genetic material (DNA,

RNA and genes), whether of plant, animal or human

origin, as well as on single-celled organisms such as

bacteria, some fungi and algae, cell lines and

hybridomas.5 Biotechnology processes — the means

by which new biotechnology products are made —

are also patentable.

Many biotechnology applications may provide sig-

nificant economic and social benefits in areas such as

health, agriculture, the environment and industry. A

patent does not, however, grant its holder the right to

2

1  National Biotechnology Advisory Committee, Leading in the Next

Millennium, 6th report (Ottawa: Industry Canada, 1998).

2  “Biotechnology sector” is a short-hand way of referring to all

those industries and firms within industries that use biotechnol-

ogy in their business. Not all firms in an industry and not even all

business activity of a firm may involve biotechnology; conversely,

almost every industry uses biotechnology to some extent.

3  Ernst & Young, European Life Sciences Report, 2000.

4  Until recently, a patent application would have to be made in

each country. Under the Patent Cooperation Treaty, of which

Canada is a signatory, an applicant can file in one country and 

list the other countries in which a patent is desired. Although the

other countries will apply their own patentability criteria, they

will treat the application in the original country as an application

in their own. Canada, as a member of the World Trade Organiza-

tion and bound by the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of

Intellectual Property (TRIPs), changed its rules so that patents

filed on or after October 1, 1989, receive a 20-year term of patent

protection starting from the filing date. Previously, Canada

granted patent protection for 17 years from the date the patent

was actually granted.

5  A cell line is a culture of a particular type of cell that can repro-

duce indefinitely. A hybridoma is a new cell resulting from the

fusion of a particular type of immortal tumour cell line, such as a

myeloma, with an antibody-producing B lymphocyte. Cultures of

such cells can grow continuously and can secrete antibodies

against the antigen of interest. 



market or even use the invention. This is because

some applications of the technology may pose risks to

human or animal health or to the environment, chal-

lenge the capacity of current approaches to protecting

health and the environment, and/or raise other seri-

ous social and ethical questions that must be

addressed. Limits on patent holders’ ability to exploit

their inventions may be found in competition law,

criminal law, specific statutes such as the Assisted

Human Reproduction Bill, and in regulations governing

research practices or facilities, product safety, labelling

requirements and many other matters. The public

expects government to provide the benefits and offer

protection from the risks. It is our hope that this

report will assist the federal government in achieving

this dual responsibility.

KEY ISSUES AND ORGANIZATION 
OF THE REPORT

After considering the range of social and ethical

issues concerning the patenting of higher life forms

and related proposals for changes to the Patent Act

that were identified in the research papers and during

the consultations, we seek to address a number of

interrelated questions:

• Ought higher life forms be subject to

patent rights?

• If so, what measures are needed to protect the dignity

of and maintain respect for human beings?

• If patent rights are extended to plants and ani-

mals, what ought to be the scope of those rights,

taking into account their particular nature?

• How can the patent system be made more effec-

tive with respect to higher life forms?

• Does the intersection of biological inventions

and patent law raise other issues that need to 

be addressed, whether in the patent system 

or elsewhere?

This report synthesizes and organizes CBAC’s policy

research as well as input received in response to the

Consultation Paper, through sector and regional

roundtable consultations, from responses to the

Interim Report, and through our internal deliberations.

It sets out recommendations on how the Government

of Canada might proceed concerning the patenting of

higher life forms and other relevant patent-related

issues. Most of the recommendations are presented in

lay language and are therefore not intended to be in a

form suitable for direct transposition into legislation.

Where we are recommending specific language, this is

noted in the recommendation. 

In addition to this Introduction, this report con-

tains 13 recommendations and consists of four

main sections:

• Social  and  Ethical  Concerns  Raised  by 

Biotechnology

• Patentability of Higher Life Forms

• Other Issues Related to Biotechnology and Intel-

lectual Property

• Improving the Administration of the Patent System
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We considered a number of social and ethical con-

cerns raised by developments in biotechnology, and

we described three possible approaches for addressing

them. The issues included concerns about the com-

modification of life, equitable sharing of the benefits

that come from biological inventions, the preserva-

tion and use of traditional and local knowledge, ani-

mal welfare, concentration of ownership and

resulting lack of competition, possible abuses of eco-

nomic power and access to genetic resources.

We identified three possible approaches for

addressing social and ethical considerations related to

the patenting of higher life forms. These approaches

represent different views on both the adequacy and

advisability of integrating social and ethical consider-

ations directly in patent legislation. The three

approaches are summarized below.

• Status Quo: No Role for the Patent System —

Most social and ethical concerns arise either in

the research stage leading up to a patent applica-

tion or in the commercialization stage following

the grant of a patent. A variety of mechanisms

other than the patent system exist for addressing

such concerns.

• Alignment: Limited Role for Patent System —

Under this approach, patent rights would be with-

held or suspended only if the invention is related

to an activity the commercialization of which had

already been prohibited in Canada.

• Open-ended: Broad Role for Patent System —

Patents would be granted as in the other

approaches. However, in cases of a serious and

compelling ethical or social concern arising from

the commercialization of the invention, a separate

body would have the power to suspend the 

operation of the patent until the cause of the

concern is addressed.

A discussion of the foregoing issues and

approaches to addressing them was presented in our

Interim Report and is reproduced in its entirety in

Annex D. Readers of the Interim Report were invited

to comment on whether this categorization of

approaches was useful for discussing how to take

these concerns into account. In addition, we asked to

hear from as many people as possible which of these

approaches seemed the most appropriate given the

issues that concerned them most. 

Comments received were, in the main, consistent

with the view that the practices of greatest social

and ethical concern arise in the stages leading up to

a patent application or during the process of 

commercialization. They said existing mechanisms

other than the patent system can address these

practices, although they may need to be regularly

updated to ensure that they keep pace with the chal-

lenges posed by new developments in biotechnology.

Comments from industry were consistently in

favour of the status quo, but almost all recognized

the validity of social and ethical concerns associated

with biotechnology. In fact, BIOTECanada (a

biotechnology industry association) adopted a State-

ment of Ethical Principles to guide its members in

March 2002. Most argued that those concerns war-

ranting a response by government could and should

be addressed outside the patent system. It was felt

that this approach would be both more effective and

less disruptive of the operation of the patent regime

and its goals. These alternate mechanisms could

include a wide range of current or new policies,

guidelines, regulations or legal prohibitions. 

In our examination of all these issues, we sought

to identify mechanisms and potential responsibility

centres that are empowered to address the matters

raised and that are examining, or could be encour-

aged to examine, the incentives and potential limits

to be imposed on patents or patent holders (see

Annex D for details). Laws such as the Competition

Act, the Criminal Code, or the proposed Assisted

Human Reproduction Act prohibit certain types of

behaviour such as unfair economic practices, cruelty

to animals, or the cloning of human beings. Further-

more, before many products can be sold in Canada,

they must comply with regulations designed to protect

human and environmental health, to ensure product

4
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safety and to meet other requirements. Compliance

with voluntary standards, such as Good Laboratory

Practices or those of the Canadian Council on Ani-

mal Care, is necessary to maintain public confidence

in the product and its maker. 

We conclude that the status quo should be main-

tained; that is, social and ethical considerations raised

specifically by biotechnology should continue to be

addressed primarily outside the Patent Act. While

some proposals have been made to modify the Patent

Act (see Annex D), the existing range of mechanisms

available to restrict or prevent activities determined to

be socially or morally undesirable is quite extensive. If

new limits are required, it will be more effective at

present to modify or expand current regulations than

to introduce a completely new mechanism into the

Patent Act.

One advantage of maintaining the current

approach is that it provides us with the opportunity to

evaluate developments in relation both to technolog-

ical development and to industry practices to deter-

mine whether a new approach might be warranted in

the future. The European Union has adopted a simi-

lar approach; its Directive on the Legal Protection of

Biotechnological Inventions calls for the publication

on a regular basis of ethics reports in relation to bio-

logical patenting. We note, moreover, that in its May

2002 opinion on the ethical aspects of patenting

inventions involving human stem cells, the body

charged by the European Directive to prepare these

reports — the European Group on Ethics in Science

and New Technologies — recommended that an eth-

ical review by an independent body should be incor-

porated into the patent examination process.

Therefore, while CBAC concludes that it is premature

to implement a new mechanism in the Patent Act, the

idea deserves further study.

Having concluded that social and ethical con-

cerns should be addressed primarily by mechanisms

outside the Patent Act, there are nonetheless certain

steps that can and should be taken within the param-

eters of the Patent Act. These steps are discussed in the

following sections.
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APPLICATION OF STATEMENT OF
PRINCIPLES TO THE PATENTING DEBATE

Public policy recommendations are, or ought to

be, formulated in an ethical context. Ethical judg-

ments are not “stand-alone” judgments; rather, they

are “all things considered” judgments that take into

account economic, political, legal, scientific and

other factors. With this in mind, we have formu-

lated a Statement of Principles and Values to guide

our consultations and discussions with Canadians

(see box).

This statement represents the ethical framework

within which we have been conducting our work and

developing our recommendations. We have also used

the statement to stimulate discussion about these

principles and their application in the development

of public policy related to biotechnology (see Annex E

for more information). 

We referred to these principles and values in

resolving the central issues underlying the debate

about whether to permit the patenting of higher life

forms in Canada. We caution the reader to recognize

the interconnected nature of these principles and val-

ues and therefore to consider our recommendations

6

The term “higher life form” is not defined in law.

In common usage, it includes plants and non-

human animals6 other than single-celled organisms.

In Canada, the Patent Office describes higher life

forms as “multi-cellular differentiated organisms

(plants, seeds and animals)” and does not consider

them to be patentable.7 This interpretation of Cana-

dian patent law is currently being challenged in the

courts in the “Harvard mouse” case. The Commis-

sioner of Patents denied the patent application, and

Harvard appealed to the Federal Court, which

upheld the commissioner’s decision. The Federal

Court of Appeal agreed with Harvard, and the com-

missioner appealed. The Supreme Court of Canada

is now considering, after a hearing on May 21, 2002,

whether animals can be patented under Canadian

law. Part of the federal government’s argument

before the Court was that deciding whether higher

life forms should or should not be patentable is a

complex question that Parliament, with its ability to

balance many interests, is better suited than the

courts to answer. 

Even though the federal government has argued

in the courts that higher life forms are not patentable 8

and even if the Supreme Court rules that they are

not, Canada could decide, through the Parliamentary

process, that patenting of higher life forms should

be allowed, either generally or subject to certain

exclusions or limitations on the rights normally pro-

vided by the patent. If limitations on patent rights

were to be imposed, the government would have to

ensure that they are consistent with Canada’s inter-

national obligations. Agreements such as TRIPs and

the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA)

specify that countries may not discriminate between

one technology and another. This likely means, in

the context of these agreements, that countries can

create separate rules for a certain technology based

only on the nature of the invention itself and not on

its general social implications.9

PATENTABILITY OF HIGHER LIFE FORMS

6  Even though human beings are animals, most lawyers maintain

that a whole human being is not patentable, or else that patents

over whole humans would not be enforceable.

7  Manual of Patent Office Practice, Ch. 16, section 16.05 

Living Matter and section 16.04 Examples of Non-Statutory 

Subject-Matter.

8  Canada’s current position is consistent with its international

obligations, as Article 27.3(b) of the TRIPs agreement permits

countries to exclude plants and animals from patentability.

9  For example, countries can and have created separate rules pro-

viding that patent applicants can deposit biological materials in a

recognized facility instead of making the patent applicant follow

written description rules that are impossible to satisfy in the case

of biotechnology. On the other hand, it is unlikely that the trade

agreements would allow the creation of separate rules dealing

with the general social implications of biotechnological inventions.



in their entirety, since each recommendation captures

a different aspect of these principles and values. 

The first question confronting us was the determi-

nation of which institution ought to determine

whether there should be changes to Canada’s patent

laws: the courts or Parliament. The principles of

accountability and autonomy argue strongly in favour

of adopting an open process to resolve issues relating

to the patenting of higher life forms. That is, given the

importance of these issues to Canadian society gener-

ally and to health care and agriculture in particular, as

well as the significant “values” content of the issues

raised, we believe that Parliament and not the courts

should determine whether and to what degree patent

rights ought to extend to plants and animals.

In taking this position, we acknowledge that the

courts would likely formulate positions similar to

those proposed here, in particular with respect to the

non-patentability of the human body. Nevertheless, as

we argued in our September 8, 2000, Advisory Memo-

randum on the Federal Court of Appeal’s ruling over-

turning the decision of the Commissioner of Patents

on the Harvard onco-mouse, it is Parliament’s respon-

sibility to establish policy in respect to the patenting of

higher life forms. Even if the courts could technically

develop answers to what can and cannot be patented

and could formulate the necessary rules to implement

that decision, the principles of accountability and

autonomy call for a parliamentary solution. As noted

in the Advisory Memorandum, even the Federal Court

of Appeal in the Harvard onco-mouse case pointed to

the need for Parliament to speak. 

A second question we considered was how to con-

ceive of patent rights. Through the processes of sector

meetings, multi-stakeholder consultations and

requests for responses to our Interim Report, we have

heard patents characterized as everything from a nat-

ural right of inventors to a form of expropriation

(“piracy”) of common resources. Both of these

extremes ignore the real purpose of patent rights. It

has long been recognized that these rights are nothing

more than tools to achieve the public good. As

described by Mr. Justice Jackson of the United States

Supreme Court in 1945:

The primary purpose of our patent system is not

reward of the individual but the advancement of

the arts and sciences. Its inducement is directed to

disclosure of advances of knowledge which will be

beneficial to society; it is not a certificate of merit,

but an incentive to disclosure.10
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Statement of Principles and 

Values Guiding CBAC

Justice A commitment to ensure a fair

distribution of benefits and bur-

dens. A commitment to ensure

that policies and practices do

not contribute to the oppression

of vulnerable groups.

Accountability A commitment to promote the

conditions necessary to allow

Canadians to pursue their fun-

damental values and interests.

A commitment to be transpar-

ent and answerable.

Autonomy A commitment to promote

informed choice.

Beneficence A commitment to pursue ben-

efits for Canadians and others

throughout the world.

Respect for A commitment to ensure respect

Diversity for diverse ways and forms 

of life.

Knowledge A commitment to value both

scientific and traditional

knowledge.

Caution A commitment to adopt a pre-

cautionary approach when

knowledge is incomplete.

10  Sinclair & Carroll Co., Inc., v. Interchemical Corporation 325 US

327 (1945) at 330–31.



Civil law jurisdictions, such as France, also frame their

patent laws to achieve this same end.11

The patent system thus aims at attaining the pub-

lic good. This matches the principle of justice, which

we define in part as “a commitment to ensure a fair

distribution of benefits and burdens.” The patent sys-

tem attains this goal by providing inventors with a

sufficient incentive — but not more than sufficient —

to disclose their inventions and to make their inven-

tions available to the public. Therefore, except where

their grant indicates a lack of appropriate respect for

the subject-matter of the patent right — as in the case

of the human body — patent rights ought not be

judged in and of themselves but in terms of their

effects on society as a whole. This involves a balancing

of interests of the various stakeholders in any given

field of endeavour such as biotechnology. In other

words, the formulation of patent policy with respect

to higher life forms calls for a commitment to justice.

PATENTABILITY OF HUMAN BEINGS

If Canada decides to permit patents over higher life

forms, human bodies at all stages of development

should be excluded. This restriction would not, how-

ever, prevent patent claims from being granted with

respect to DNA sequences, cell lines or stem cells of

human origin. It is generally believed unlikely that a

holder of a patent over a human DNA sequence or

cells (including stem cells) would be able to exercise

control over a human body containing that sequence

or cell. Nevertheless, the law has never explicitly

addressed this issue.

Although humans are also animals, no country,

including Canada, allows patents on the human

body. It is generally understood that an entire human

body could not be patented. This understanding

derives from the universal principle of respect for

human dignity, which is the foundation and source of

all human rights, a principle recognized in the United

Nations Declaration on Human Rights. One element of

the concept of human dignity is that humans are not

8

11  Yves Jeanclos, « Les brevets d’invention en France à l’époque revolu-

tionnaire : recherches sur l’objet brevetable » in Mélanges offerts à

Jean-Jacques Burst, éditions Litec, 1997, Paris, pp. 19–37 at 20–21.

commodities. Even if the act of granting a patent on

an invented human were not in itself a violation of

basic human rights, exercising the patent’s exclusive

right to make, use or sell an invented human would

almost certainly violate the Canadian Charter of Rights

and Freedoms and the Canadian Human Rights Act.

Recommendation: Human Beings
Not Patentable
1. We recommend that the Patent Act be amended to

include the following statement: 

No patent shall be granted on human bodies at any

stage of development.

The language one could use to express the principle

of the non-patentability of humans can vary greatly

in detail. For example, while Australia has expressed

this principle in brief and very general language, the

European Union Directive on the Legal Protection of

Biotechnological Inventions describes the same prin-

ciple in several recitals and in great detail. These pro-

visions are reproduced in Annex F.

In choosing between a detailed and a general for-

mulation of the concept of non-patentability of the

human body, several principles of patent law ought

to be kept in mind. First, patent law deals, by defini-

tion, with inventions that we cannot today contem-

plate. This means that whatever language is used to

express the concept must be sufficiently flexible and

clear so as to apply to future technology. Thus, any

attempt to provide a complete list of unpatentable

inventions or even narrow groupings of inventions is

doomed to failure. Second, given that patent law

already excludes the patentability of naturally occur-

ring substances in their natural state, there is no need

to attempt to make detailed distinctions between

“discoveries” and “inventions.” Third, the determina-

tion of what is patentable in principle is different

from the determination of whether a particular

invention qualifies as being novel, non-obvious or

useful. Thus, it would be confusing to state that a

human body part is unpatentable unless it were

shown to have a specific utility: it would be unclear

whether this statement was intended to alter the

“utility” criterion or was making a general exclusion



of the subject-matter from patent law. Some of the

difficulty encountered in Europe with respect to its

Directive is a result of this latter confusion.

Taking these patent law principles into account, we

conclude that it is better to define the principle of

non-patentability of the human body generally rather

than in a detailed manner. Experience with the Euro-

pean Directive supports this suggestion. Despite the

detailed recitals and provisions of the Directive, there

is still confusion in Europe about which elements of

the human body are patentable. France, for example,

has asked the European Commission to clarify the

meaning of the Directive in respect of genes of human

origin. The detailed provisions contained in the

Directive also led to confusing results. For example,

Article 5(3) of the Directive requires that the patent

application demonstrate the function of a human

gene but does not require a similar demonstration in

respect of non-human genes. Given, however, that the

same gene may exist in both animals and in humans,

it is unclear which requirement applies.

The use of the term “human beings” in our

Interim Report and in the Australian Patent Act is, 

as noted in several of the responses we received, con-

fusing. A human being is a metaphysical concept,

not a biological one. The substitution of the word

“body” for “being” eliminates this awkwardness and

we have therefore replaced the word “beings” with

the word “bodies” in Recommendation 1. We chose

the plural to more clearly indicate that only entire

human bodies are encompassed by the exclusion.

That is, by using the plural, emphasis is placed on

the whole human body and not on its parts (for

example, artificially created human organs). Thus,

the phrase “human bodies at all stages of develop-

ment” is more likely to be read narrowly — as we

intend. It is important not to discourage research on

stem cells and the creation of artificial organs.

We use the phrase “all stages of development” to

demonstrate our intent not only to include human

bodies of infants, children and adults within the exclu-

sion, but also all precursors to the human body from

zygotes to fetuses. Although there is no judicial inter-

pretation of the phrase “all stages of development,” we
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believe it will not be interpreted to include ova or

sperm cells, since these do not of themselves constitute

a human body at any stage of development. Nor does

the phrase include stem cells or other cells, since these

are removed from a multi-cellular precursor of the

human body (except for the zygote) and thus do not

comprise a human body at any stage of development.

Thus, the statement that “no patent shall be granted

on human bodies at any stage of development” will

apply only to entire human bodies from the zygote to

an adult body; DNA sequences, gametes, stem and

other cells, or organs will remain patentable. We note

that this recommendation is consistent with the pro-

posed Assisted Human Reproduction Act, introduced in

Parliament May 9, 2002, by the Minister of Health.

That act would permit research on human DNA

sequences, on gametes and cells (including stem cells)

and on embryos under certain conditions, but pro-

hibit the creation or use of human clones.

Whether or not species other than humans should

be excluded is a difficult question. Whereas current

laws can make the decision not to patent humans

essentially one of practicality if not ethics, the question

becomes more difficult when the exclusion of animals

of various species is considered. If certain non-human

animals are to be excluded, should it be those that are

quantifiably similar to humans (for example, a certain

percentage of genetic variance from humans), or ani-

mals that are qualitatively similar to humans (for

example, their ability to think and reason)?

A distinction on a quantitative basis appears to be

unworkable and could lead to the undesirable result

that an organism derived from essentially human

genes, as long as it crossed the threshold for genetic

variance from the “human genetic norm” could qualify

for patentability. Moreover, any threshold selected

could be considered arbitrary and the attempt to dif-

ferentiate great apes from other animals unworkable.12

12  Efforts are currently being made to develop a United Nations 

Declaration on the Rights of Great Apes, which would guarantee the

rest of the great apes (chimpanzees, bonobos, gorillas, orangutans

and humans) some of the same rights currently extended to humans:

the rights to life, liberty and freedom from torture. In the event

that such a declaration were adopted by the UN and ratified by

Canada, it would then be logical to amend the statement referred

to in Recommendation 1 accordingly.



Qualitative distinctions (for example, level of per-

ceived cognition, ability to communicate in lan-

guages) may appear on the surface to provide a more

workable mechanism. This, however, may be an ethi-

cally dangerous approach, because humans would be

forced to decide which animals are worthy of being

excluded from patentability and which are not, and

this decision could be based on opinion rather than

research and information.13

Canada must also determine if placing such 

distinctions in the Patent Act would be in the public

interest. In addition, it would be necessary to consider

if such distinctions would be in line with Canada’s

international obligations. All in all, it is our view

that the Patent Act is not a sufficiently subtle instrument

through which to make the evaluations that would

be necessary were the exclusion of patent rights over

human bodies to be extended to other animals. The

dignity of and respect for animals can be better 

protected through animal welfare and habitat 

protection measures.

PATENTABILITY OF HIGHER LIFE FORMS
(PLANTS, SEEDS AND NON-HUMAN
ANIMALS)

Through its various consultations and responses

to the Interim Report, we have heard many argu-

ments in favour of and opposed to extending patent

coverage to plants and non-human animals. A more

detailed description of the views and arguments

encountered can be found in Annex C. The following

points represent the principal arguments advanced.

Those advocating the extension of patents to

higher life forms make four principal arguments. 

• Patents provide the necessary financial incentive

to industry to invent, disclose and make avail-

able new technology to the Canadian public by

helping industry attract investment and recoup

its costs of research and development. That is,

patents serve the public good by ensuring that

industry obtains a sufficient financial reward

from investing in the research and development

necessary to put new products and services

related to health care, agriculture and other

industries on the market. Without this financial

reward, industry will not invest in this work for

fear that a competitor will copy their inventions

without having to pay for the often high costs of

research and development.

• The availability of patent protection fosters

openness and innovation in the scientific com-

munity by providing an alternative to trade

secrecy protection. Trade secrecy protection has a

negative impact on the scientific community,

because it prevents the free flow of basic knowl-

edge within the research community. By requir-

ing public disclosure of the invention, patents

facilitate the dissemination of knowledge once

the patent application is laid open to the public

18 months following the priority date.14

• Canada may suffer economically if it does not

follow its major trading partners (United States,

European Union countries and Japan) in permit-

ting patents on higher life forms (see Annex G).

This difference with its major trading partners

may create the impression that Canada is

unfriendly toward biotechnology, thus impeding

international investment in Canada’s biotech-

nology industry. While this latter concern relates

more to Canada’s business reputation than to

patent law, it is a relevant consideration in deter-

mining Canada’s patent policy.

• At present, patents on DNA sequences can be

used to claim control over a whole plant or ani-

mal. By explicitly allowing patents on whole

plants and animals, provisions could be intro-

duced that explicitly differentiate between specific

patent rights that pertain to whole plants and

animals and those that pertain to molecular

sequences only. This differentiation provides an

opportunity to better balance interests among

10

13  Apart from the issue of the values humans place on various ani-

mals, a qualitative approach may be ethically unacceptable on the

grounds that it might be taken as support for the view that some

human individuals (i.e., those whose cognitive or communicative

capacities are less than the “norm”) are less valuable than others.

14 Usually, the date of priority is the first date on which a patent

application was filed anywhere in the world. If, as is often the case,

the first application was in another country, the date of publication

in Canada would be 18 months from that first application date.



stakeholders and to ensure that those patent

rights remain within reasonable bounds. 

We also heard arguments against the patenting of

plants and non-human animals as follows:

• Patenting plants and animals gives rise to serious

moral and ethical questions touching on animal

rights, biodiversity, economic and environmental

sustainability, and the commodification of life.

The notion that a plant or a species of complex

animal life should be viewed as an invention of a

person or a corporation objectifies the natural

world. Animals play a particular role in society and

they ought not be treated as mere objects. These

views often get lost in the usual cost-benefit analy-

sis applied in considering patent policy. We as a

society ought not contemplate extending patent

law to higher life forms until we have determined

the full effects of doing so.

• Patents on higher life forms are unnecessary, since

other patents (e.g., on DNA sequences or genes or on

the processes necessary to generate an invented plant

or animal) and other intellectual property rights such

as trade secrets and plant breeders’ rights sufficiently

protect the inventor’s interests.

• Patents over plants and animals threaten to

undermine the economic viability of industries

that rely on plants and animals. Many of these

industries are economically more important to

Canada than is the biotechnology industry. For

example, respondents noted that Canada has

multi-billion-dollar cattle and pig export indus-

tries that could suffer if patents are extended to

non-human animals. Many of the characteristics

that make an animal valuable for breeding pur-

poses have nothing to do with any genetic modi-

fication and, in any event, animal genetics is such

that the inserted genetic trait will not be uni-

formly transferred to offspring. 
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In conformity with our commitment to the State-

ment of Principles and Values, we caution against an

absolutist approach to the question of patenting

higher life forms. We propose that the question of

whether to grant patents over plants and non-

human animals should be viewed in terms of attain-

ing the overall public good. This means that the

patent system should seek not only to encourage the

accumulation of knowledge and the making of that

knowledge available to Canadians and others, but

also to maintain the integrity of Canada’s health,

agricultural, and educational sectors and to respect

the values and knowledge of Canada’s aboriginal

and minority populations. 

The majority of CBAC members has concluded

that the overall public good is best attained by 

providing patent rights over higher life forms, 

provided that these rights are no greater in substance

than those granted over other inventions, taking 

into account the particularities of biologically 

based inventions.15

Recommendation: Patentability of Higher
Life Forms
2. We recommend that higher life forms (i.e., plants,

seeds and non-human animals) that meet the cri-

teria of novelty, non-obviousness and utility be

recognized as patentable. The scope of the patent

rights in respect of these higher life forms is to be

determined in accordance with Recommenda-

tions 3, 4 and 5.

Unlike other inventions, biologically based

inventions can reproduce, can contain important

characteristics that have nothing to do with the

invention, and can, in the case of DNA sequences,

cell lines, tissues and organs, contain basic personal

15  The dissenting member, Anne Mitchell, agrees with the position

of the Commissioner of Patents that higher life forms are not

patentable under Canadian law and, further, is of the view they

should not become patentable. Nevertheless, if the law is to be

changed, she argues that it should not be through a decision of

the courts, but only after a full and public debate in Parliament

on the whole range of issues related to patenting life. Ms Mitchell

does agree with the limits proposed here in the event that plants

and animals do become patentable in Canada.



information. If patent rights were simply extended

to higher life forms, the patent holder not only

would be given rights that inhibit other useful activ-

ity, but would also gain rights disproportionate to

the scope of patent protection granted over other

inventions that do not possess these characteristics.

The latter point is especially important, given inter-

national trade agreements under which Canada has

agreed to make patents available for any invention

without discrimination as  to the field of technology.

In effect, by simply extending patent coverage to

higher life forms, Canada would be discriminating

in favour of some patent holders in the biotechnol-

ogy field and against those in other fields.16

It is therefore imperative that, in extending 

the coverage of patent rights to higher life forms, 

Parliament not extend those rights too far. We propose

a series of recommendations designed, on the one

hand, to extend patent coverage to higher life forms

and, on the other, to ensure that the scope of the

patent rights granted is no greater than the patent

rights granted over other, non-biological, inven-

tions. In order to achieve this goal, it is essential

that Recommendation 2 be read together with

Recommendations 3, 4, 5, 10 and 13 (farmers’ priv-

ilege, protection for innocent bystanders, research

and experimental use exception, guidelines for bio-

logical inventions, and establishment of an opposi-

tion procedure). In addition, given the particular

importance of biological and other biotechnology

inventions to health care and agriculture, it is appro-

priate to ensure that patent rights do not unreason-

ably prejudice other industries and institutions.17

Therefore, we reiterate the importance of reading all

recommendations in this report in their entirety.

SCOPE OF PATENT HOLDERS’ RIGHTS

Because higher life forms can reproduce by them-

selves, the grant of a patent over a plant, seed or

non-human animal covers not only the particular

plant, seed or animal sold, but also all its progeny

containing the patented invention for all genera-

tions until the expiry of the patent term (20 years

from the priority date). In addition, much of the

value of the higher life form, particularly with

respect to animals, derives from the natural charac-

teristics of the original organism and has nothing to

do with the invention. In light of these unique char-

acteristics of biological inventions, granting the

patent holder exclusive rights that extend not only to

the particular organism embodying the invention

but also to all subsequent progeny of that organism

represents a significant increase in the scope of

rights offered to patent holders. It also represents a

greater transfer of economic interests from the agri-

cultural community to the biotechnology industry

than exists in other fields of science. The European

Union recognizes this in its Directive by ensuring

that certain uses of the progeny of a patented plant

or non-human animal fall outside the scope of the

patent holder’s exclusive rights. We agree with this

approach and propose two recommendations to

provide a reasonable patent scope.

Farmers’ Privilege
We heard from many individuals, organizations

and industry groups who were of the view that, if

patenting is to be allowed over whole plants and

animals and varieties thereof, the scope of those

rights ought to be rationally connected to the inven-

tion and not extend to all offspring produced during

the life of the patent. As noted above, we agree that

the scope of the patent rights granted should be not

only proportionate to the discovery, but also in line

with the scope of patent rights provided in other

fields. By ensuring an appropriate scope to patents

granted, Canada can both encourage its biotechnol-

ogy industry while maintaining food security and

the robustness of Canadian agriculture. One compo-

nent of this strategy is the introduction of a farmers’

privilege into patent law. A farmers’ privilege would
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16  If Canada wishes to permit patents on plants, it will likely have to

sign and ratify the 1991 version of the International Convention

on the Protection of Plant Varieties (UPOV) in order to remain in

compliance with its international agreements. Further informa-

tion about UPOV can be found in Annex C.

17 This is in conformity with Article 30 of TRIPs, which states: Members

may provide limited exceptions to the exclusive rights conferred by a

patent, provided that such exceptions do not unreasonably conflict with

a normal exploitation of the patent and do not unreasonably prejudice

the legitimate interests of the patent owner, taking account of the legiti-

mate interests of third parties.



animal offspring. We recognize that, in proposing

the inclusion of a farmers’ privilege provision in the

Patent Act, more work needs to be done to identify

the extent of the privilege in relation to plants and

for animals. For example, it is important to investi-

gate the relationship among the Patent Act, the Plant

Breeders’ Rights Act and the Animal Pedigree Act. While

the Plant Breeders’ Rights Act provides protection over

certain varieties of plants to the creator of that vari-

ety, the Animal Pedigree Act provides protection for the

marketing of particular breeds of animals, which

could include transgenic animals. It may therefore

be appropriate, given the differences in 

relevant legislation, agricultural uses and the degree

to which the plant or animal can “breed true,” to for-

mulate separate regimes. We note, for example, that

it may be possible to define a farmers’ privilege with

respect to plants similar to that in Europe, while a

farmers’ privilege with respect to animals would

have a somewhat greater scope. Such a differential

response is justified given both the differential

genetics of plants and animals and the different 

economics underlying plant and animal farming.

Given the particular difficulties faced in the animal

context, we have amended the wording of the draft

recommendation to acknowledge the importance of

clearly determining the appropriate scope of the

farmers’ privilege in respect of animals.

Innocent Bystanders
Since plants and animals are often capable of

reproducing on their own, it must be recognized

that they will not always do so under the control or

with the knowledge of those who grow the plants or

raise the animals. It is therefore foreseeable that

adventitious19 reproduction of patented seeds,

genetic material and animals will occur. Reproduction

of patented inventions without the permission of

the patent holder is an infringement on the patent

holder’s rights; the patent holder can sue for damages

or to stop further infringement or both.
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19  The Canadian Oxford Dictionary defines “adventitious” as 

accidental, not planned, or extrinsic.

allow farmers to collect and reuse seeds harvested

from patented plants and to breed patented animals

for their own use. While farmers would be entitled

to sell the plants and animals so grown, they 

would not be entitled to sell them for commercial

breeding purposes.18

Recommendation: Farmers’ Privilege
3. We recommend that a farmers’ privilege provision

be included in the Patent Act. It should specify that

farmers are permitted to save and sow seeds from

patented plants or to breed patented animals, as

long as these progeny are not sold as commercial

propagating material or in a manner that under-

mines the commercial value to its creator of a

genetically engineered animal, respectively. The

drafting of this provision must be sensitive to the

differences that exist both in the nature and use of

plants and non-human animals.

Farmers in Canada currently benefit from farmers’

privilege under Canada’s Plant Breeders’ Rights Act

(although this exemption from what would other-

wise be patent infringement is not in the Act, but was

declared to exist in a court ruling). The European

Community’s patent laws contain a farmers’ privilege

that allows a farmer to reproduce non-human 

animals and certain plants (the latter for a relatively

small fee) for his or her own use, without the 

consent of the patent holder. Because neither plants

nor animals were previously subject to patent rights,

no farmers’ privilege had been needed in Canadian

patent law. This situation will change if Recommen-

dation 2 is adopted.

In both the consultations and in the responses to

the Interim Report, CBAC was informed of the very

different practices that exist with respect to plant and

18  Plant or non-human animal patent holders would still be able to

license, rather than sell, the patented non-human animal or plant

if they so chose. Under a licence, patentees can impose whatever

contractual obligations they wish, including an obligation on the

farmer not to reuse the seeds or breed the non-human animals. As

long as such activity is not determined to be contrary to other

laws or regulations (such as amounting to anti-competitive behav-

iour), current law does not restrict this practice.



Research and Experimental Use Exception
As noted earlier, patent holders gain the exclusive

right to make, use, import and sell their inventions in

exchange for making the information about the

invention public in order to foster further innovation.

Subsequent inventions can usually be made only after

further research or experimentation using the

patented invention. However, without authorization,

these activities infringe on the patent holders’ rights.

Consequently, patent legislation in many countries

states that research using and/or experimentation on

a patented invention is not an infringement of the

patent holders’ rights. This experimental use excep-

tion attempts to balance the interests of patent hold-

ers in commercializing their inventions with those of

society in fostering further research.

The current Canadian experimental use exception

is vague and dates from a 1971 decision of the

Supreme Court of Canada decided in the context of

research aimed at sustaining a compulsory licence. 20

Later cases do little to amplify the meaning of the

exception. Since the Supreme Court decision,

Canada has eliminated its compulsory licensing pro-

visions, thus putting into question the scope and

nature of the research exception in Canada. This sit-

uation was not remedied through the introduction

of section 55.2 into the Patent Act. That section sets

out a specific experimental use exception applicable

only to regulated inventions such as pharmaceuti-

cals. While section 55.2(6) explicitly preserves the

common law exception as identified in the Supreme

Court of Canada decision, it does nothing to clarify

either its nature or extent.

Access to basic or platform technology such as

DNA sequences, cell lines, plants and animals at rea-

sonable cost is crucial to research. The lack of clarity

that currently exists in Canadian patent law can only

cast a pall on university and independent researchers

afraid of even the possibility of facing a patent

infringement lawsuit. This chilling effect could lead

to under-investment in basic research and the 
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20  Micro Chemicals Ltd. v. Smith Kline & French Inter-American

Corp. (1971) 2 C.P.R. (2d) 193 (SCC).

Currently, patent law does not require a patent

holder to prove that an alleged infringer knew or even

ought to have known about the reproduction of a

patented invention. This situation places individuals

without knowledge of the reproduction of a patented

plant, seed, or animal on their property or in their

care in a difficult situation. That individual (the

“innocent bystander”) may face a patent infringement

suit — one of the most difficult and expensive legal

actions against which to defend — and damages for

infringement without a countervailing remedy

against the patent holder. While in theory such an

individual may be able to sue for negligence for the

adventitious spread of the plant or seed or the repro-

duction of the animal, the practical difficulties of

doing so — proving a duty of care and a breach of that

duty — may make this remedy illusory. At the same

time, it would not be wise to deviate too far from the

general principle of patent law that intention to

reproduce the invention is irrelevant. After all, it

would be difficult for a patent holder to demonstrate

this level of intention.

In balancing the interests of patent holder and

“innocent-but-technical” infringer, we believe the lat-

ter ought to receive protection within the body of the

Patent Act. Nevertheless, we believe that such innocent

bystanders ought to be made to show evidence to sup-

port his or her innocence. Thus, we propose that the

Patent Act contain a provision that the usual pre-

sumption concerning infringement can be rebutted in

respect of inventions capable of reproducing, such as

plants, seeds and animals.

Recommendation: Protection from Patent
Infringement Claims
4. We recommend that the Patent Act include provi-

sions that protect innocent bystanders from claims

of patent infringement with respect to adventitious

spreading of patented seed or patented genetic

material or the insemination of an animal by a

patented animal.

The question of obtaining compensation for any

damage caused to innocent bystanders as a result of

adventitious introduction of patented organisms will

be discussed later in the report.



It is not an infringement of a patent to use a

patented process or product either:

(a) privately and for non-commercial purposes, or 

(b) to study the subject-matter of the patented

invention to investigate its properties, improve

upon it, or create a new product or process.

The first modification we made is designed to

clarify an area of uncertainty that exists in the con-

vention’s experimental use provision.25 Under the

convention, it is unclear whether a researcher can

rely on the experimental use provision to use a DNA

sequence, for example, to find molecules that bind

to it or act upon it. The addition of the words “to

investigate its properties, improve upon it, or create

a new product or process” is designed to eliminate

this uncertainty. Given the presence of the central

requirement that the use be related to the “subject-

matter” of the invention, only study related to the

nature of the invention itself would fall within the

exception. Thus, if a research tool were to be 

consumed in an experiment, the researcher would

be required to purchase the right to use that tool in

the experiment. This ensures that scientists who use

patented inventions as mere tools to conduct further

research will need to pay a licence fee. 
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21  See, for example, Jon F. Merz, Antigone G. Kriss, Debra G.B.

Leonard, & Mildred K. Cho, “Diagnostic testing fails the test: The

pitfalls of patents are illustrated by the case of haemochromato-

sis” (2002) 415 Nature 577.

22  Conclusions of the OECD Expert Workshop on Genetic Inventions,

IPRs and Licensing Practices held in Berlin 24–25 January 2002,

available on-line at: http://www.oecd.org/EN/document/0,,EN-d...27-

nodirectorate-no-20-25140-27,FF.htm (accessed 18 March 2002).

23  See, for example, Government of Ontario, Genetics, Testing & Gene

Patenting: Charting New Territory in Healthcare (Toronto: Government

of Ontario, 2002), available on-line at:

http://www.gov.on.ca:80/MOH/english/pub/ministry/

geneticsrep02/report_e.pdf (accessed 18 March 2002).

24  It should be noted that this convention is not binding and that

different Member States have used different language to express 

its principles.

25 See E. Richard Gold & Alain Gallochat, “The European Biotech

Directive: Past As Prologue” (2001) 7 European Law Journal 328.

withholding of experimental results for fear that the

disclosure of those results will draw the negative

attention of the patent holder. We believe that Canada

should address this concern by amending the Patent

Act to include an explicit experimental use exception.

In the various consultations on this topic, the

research community and the majority of people in

the seed industry expressed support for an amend-

ment to the Patent Act to clearly set out the scope

and nature of the experimental use exception. Those

who oppose introducing such an exception do so on

the basis of a preference for a judicially crafted

exception rather than one appearing in the Patent Act

itself. There are several reasons why we believe that

an exception crafted by Parliament is preferable to

one created by the courts. First, the values content of

the issues calls for a Parliamentary rather than a

judicial approach. Second, the responses we received

from the research community suggest that

researchers do not feel that the current research

exception is sufficiently clear. Third, studies have

illustrated that the failure to have a clear research

exception has curtailed important health research.21

Fourth, the member states of the European Union

have included experimental use exceptions in their

patent legislation without any apparent negative

effect, and an expert workshop of the OECD held in

January 2002 recognized the need to clarify “the

scope and function of different countries’ research

exemptions.”22 In fact, at that expert workshop, the

recommendation contained in our Interim Report

met with favourable review. Fifth, provincial govern-

ments have called for a clarification of the experi-

mental use exception in Canada.23

We have formulated an experimental use excep-

tion starting with the language used in Europe in the

Community Patent Convention,24 but modified to

address certain particular concerns.

Recommendation: Experimental Use
Exception
5. We recommend that the Patent Act be amended to

include a research and experimental use exception

that includes the following statement:



The second modification is the use of the verb “to

study” instead of the adjective “experimental” used

in the convention and the phrase “conduct research”

used in the Interim Report. Responses to the Interim

Report indicate a need to clarify that classroom use

of an invention to study its subject-matter ought to

be excluded from patent infringement. Thus, the use

of a DNA sequence, cell, plant or animal in a labo-

ratory course to investigate the properties of that

sequence, cell, plant or animal ought to be exempt

from patent infringement. We have thus used the

more general term “to study” rather than the 

narrower terms “research” or “experimental.”26

The resulting experimental use provision

acknowledges two circumstances that fall outside of

the patentee’s exclusive rights. The first is an excep-

tion designed to protect individuals conducting 

private experiments without commercial motiva-

tion. The language used to express this exception is

similar to that in the Community Patent Convention

and is similar to the exception as it exists in the

United States. The second exception is designed to

ensure that future generations of researchers have

access to the fundamental knowledge on which to

build more knowledge and construct new and better

inventions. Given that even basic research often

leads to commercial products, we have not

attempted to distinguish between research conducted

for purely academic purposes and research with a

commercial interest.
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26 The Oxford English Dictionary defines “to study” as follows: “To

apply the mind to the acquisition of learning, whether by means

of books, observation, or experiment.”



LIABILITY FOR DAMAGES

The draft recommendation in the Interim Report

urges Canada to take an active role in the development

of an international approach to addressing liability

issues related to the transboundary movement of

patented higher life forms. A number of respondents

pointed out that damage could be caused, and there-

fore liability and compensation issues raised, in

Canada as well as in the international arena. They

urged CBAC to expand the recommendation to address

the domestic as well as the international situation. 

In our view, Canadian law already adequately

addresses issues of liability and compensation for

damages through the common law of negligence

and the civil law of obligations, which are based on

principles of accountability and responsibility. Spe-

cific provisions for damages caused by products of

biotechnology, patented or not, are not required. It

should also be noted that, while the issue of liability

and compensation was raised in the context of damage

being caused by patented species, non-patented

domestic species or invasive species might equally

cause damage.

At the international level, governments are begin-

ning to address liability and redress issues concerning

both living modified organisms (such as plants or

microbes) and invasive species, under the Conven-

tion on Biological Diversity. The Intergovernment

Committee on the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety is

focussing on the former, while the Conference of the

Parties has just adopted 15 Guiding Principles for

developing effective strategies to minimize the spread

and impact of invasive alien species. The results of

these efforts may provide guidance to courts or legis-

latures in Canada in addressing claims for damage

caused by products of biotechnology, whether or not

they have been patented.

Recommendation: Liability for Damages
6. We recommend that Canada actively participate in

international negotiations to address issues of lia-

bility and redress for adventitious spreading of

patented seed or genetic material or the insemina-

tion of an animal by a patented animal.

ADDRESSING CERTAIN SOCIAL AND
ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

We have previously noted that most social and eth-

ical concerns about biotechnology arise either during

the research and development stage (e.g., animal wel-

fare issues) or in the uses to which a new biotechnol-

ogy application is put (e.g., crop technology). We

have also noted that, since these concerns would exist

whether or not the invention was patented, reliance

for responding to these concerns ought to be placed

primarily on mechanisms other than the patent sys-

tem. There are, however, some concerns that are

clearly closely connected with the patent system, even

if indirectly. We take up several of these concerns in

this section.

Access to Genetic Resources and 
Benefit-sharing

Advances in many areas of biological research, par-

ticularly medical and agricultural, are increasingly

based on techniques for identifying, isolating and

analyzing genes and for studying the functions and

interactions of genes, proteins and the biochemical

processes they regulate. These techniques involve

obtaining genetic material from humans, plants 

or animals. 

Medical researchers are interested in identifying

genetic causes of certain diseases. Of equal interest is

understanding why some people seem to be protected

from developing certain diseases. The mechanisms

involved may be identified by studying groups of peo-

ple. Once the genetic component, if any, is known, it

may be possible to develop diagnostic tests or pursue

treatments or cures.
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In agricultural biotechnology, the genetic basis for

desirable traits such as disease resistance can be iden-

tified and used to transfer those traits to other species

or varieties. The source of many of these discoveries is

genetic material from plants and animals found in

the developing world, where the majority of the

world’s biological diversity is found. Scientists have

often relied on the traditional knowledge of local

communities to select the plants and animals to be

studied, but have not generally offered any compen-

sation for the use of that knowledge. Opposing views

on this issue are clearly reflected in the language:

companies refer to their activities in biodiversity-rich

countries as “bio-prospecting”; farmers and others

object to what they refer to as “bio-piracy.”

Much of the knowledge gained from studying

these genetic resources can be patented and commer-

cialized. Unfortunately, in some cases, the very people

who made the discovery possible by contributing

their own genetic material or sharing their traditional

knowledge of local plant and animal resources are

unable to afford the new drugs, treatments or seeds. 

Recommendation: Benefit-sharing
7. We recommend that the federal government, in

consultation with other levels of government and

other stakeholders, develop policies and practices

that encourage the sharing of the benefits of

research involving genetic material. In particular,

we recommend that:

(a) the benefits of medical and pharmaceutical

research based on human genetic material

(including its commercial exploitation) be

shared with the groups or communities who

provided the material. All bodies (public, private

and corporate) involved in funding research

and/or establishing guidelines or codes of con-

duct for the ethical conduct of research should

ensure that benefit-sharing is addressed.

Health Canada should lead an initiative to

engage all stakeholders in developing best

practices in regard to benefit-sharing for

research involving human subjects.

(b) with respect to research based on plant and

animal genetic material, Canada:

• continue to participate in the ongoing

processes of the Convention on Biological

Diversity to address outstanding issues with

respect to the voluntary Bonn Guidelines 

on Access to Genetic Resources and Fair and

Equitable Sharing of the Benefits Arising out 

of their Utilization (such as user country 

obligations and consideration by the Work-

ing Group on Article 8(j) of the Guidelines

by Indigenous and Local Communities);

• encourage and facilitate compliance with

the Bonn Guidelines within Canada as well

as internationally;

• sign and ratify as soon as possible the

International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources

for Food and Agriculture, participate in the

development of the standard material

transfer agreement, including provisions

requiring benefit-sharing, and encourage

and facilitate their use within Canada; and

• generally encourage and facilitate benefit-

sharing arrangements between the users of

genetic resources and traditional and local

communities within Canada.

The principle of justice requires a commitment to

ensuring that the benefits and burdens of biotechnol-

ogy are equitably distributed and that policies and

practices do not disadvantage vulnerable groups.

These values are reflected in a variety of declarations

and international agreements concerning the use of

human, animal and plant genetic material. 

The Human Genome Organization (HUGO)

Ethics Committee in April 2000 released a Statement

on Benefit Sharing. The statement is founded on the

premise that since the human genome is part of the

common heritage of all humanity, the Human

Genome Project and subsequent work based on it

should benefit all of humanity. Commercial enter-

prises, governments and academic institutions should

determine benefits appropriate to the needs, values,

priorities and cultural expectations of the group or

community that provided the necessary human



genetic material. Benefits could be provided in the

form of medical care, technology transfer, or infra-

structure development or improvement. Where net

profits are made as a result, the Ethics Committee

recommends that a small percentage be dedicated to,

for example, improving health care infrastructure. 

The Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), to

which Canada has been a party since 1992, has as its

three objectives conservation, sustainable use and

equitable sharing of the benefits of biodiversity. The

Convention reaffirms that states have sovereign rights

over their biological resources. Article 15 recognizes

that countries have the right to control their genetic

resources and to decide who will have access to them

and under what conditions. Parties to the Convention

agree to facilitate access to the genetic resources in

their territory to other parties, obtain prior informed

consent (PIC) when accessing those resources, and

take measures to achieve a fair and equitable sharing

of the results of research and development and the

benefits arising from the commercial and other uti-

lization of genetic resources with the member country

that provided the resources. The Convention antici-

pates that benefit-sharing could take the form, among

other possibilities, of scientific co-operation and

training, research infrastructure development, or

exchange of information or technology, including

indigenous and traditional technologies.

The Bonn Guidelines on Access to Genetic Resources

and Fair and Equitable Sharing of the Benefits Arising out

of their Utilization were adopted at the April 2002 Con-

ference of the Parties to the CBD. These voluntary

international guidelines provide guidance to parties

in the development of access and benefit-sharing

regimes (e.g., processes to obtain prior informed con-

sent) and inform the practices of stakeholders in

access and benefit-sharing arrangements regimes.

Under the Bonn Guidelines, parties should take legal,

administrative and policy measures, as appropriate, to

support compliance with prior informed consent

processes of countries where access to resources was

obtained. These include measures to encourage the

disclosure of the country of origin of the genetic

resources and the origin of traditional knowledge,

innovations and practices of indigenous and local

communities in applications for patent or other intel-

lectual property protection.27

In November 2001, the Food and Agriculture

Organization of the United Nations adopted a bind-

ing International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resources for

Food and Agriculture. This treaty is the outcome of a

process to revise the 1983 International Undertaking

on Plant Genetic Resources to bring it into harmony

with the requirements of the CBD, including provi-

sions addressing farmers’ rights and access to plant

genetic collections held privately. The aim of the

treaty is to ensure plant genetic resources that are key

to agriculture and world food sufficiency are con-

served and are made available for plant breeding.

Under the treaty, members are to establish a multilat-

eral system to facilitate access to genetic resources and

to share the resulting benefits. 

Traditional Knowledge and Intellectual
Property

Traditional knowledge is the knowledge, innova-

tions and practices of indigenous and other local pop-

ulations, embodying traditional lifestyles and

practices adapted to the local environment. This

knowledge has historically been transmitted orally

from generation to generation in the manner of an

apprenticeship; it may be handed down publicly or

secretly as either practical (e.g., for farming or medic-

inal purposes) or religious knowledge. As noted in the

previous section, traditional knowledge may be used

by researchers to narrow their search for sources for

new drugs or other patentable material. 

Article 8(j) of the Convention on Biological

Diversity (CBD) requires parties to “respect, preserve

and maintain knowledge, innovations and practices of

indigenous and local communities . . . relevant for the

conservation and sustainable use of biological 

diversity.” The provision also obligates members to

promote the dissemination of these practices, with the
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27 It remains to be determined, however, whether this suggestion

conforms with TRIPs. In particular, there is some doubt whether

this suggestion is in conformity with Article 27(1), that countries

may not impose, in assessing a patent application, any criteria

other than novelty, inventive step (non-obviousness), and indus-

trial application (utility).



approval and consent of the holders of that knowledge,

while ensuring the equitable sharing of the benefits

from the utilization of the traditional knowledge, inno-

vations and practices. Many countries with national

access regimes for genetic resources also require a prior

informed consent process to be followed when scien-

tists and biotechnology companies access traditional

knowledge of indigenous and local communities. To

support these national access laws, the aforementioned

Bonn Guidelines encourage governments to adopt

measures to ensure disclosure of the sources of tradi-

tional knowledge in applications for patent rights.

The commercialization of products derived from

genetic resources revealed to researchers by holders of

traditional knowledge has made it clear that tradi-

tional knowledge is an asset that could be of signifi-

cant economic value to the community of which the

knowledge holders are a part. This is now being 

recognized in the efforts described in the previous 

section to develop mechanisms for returning some of

that value to the source community through benefit-

sharing arrangements. In addition, the World Intellec-

tual Property Organization (WIPO) has established

an Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual

Property and Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowl-

edge and Folklore, which is considering, among other

issues, whether a new form of intellectual property

could be developed that would provide similar kinds

of protection to traditional knowledge as are now cur-

rently available to inventors through patents. 

Also being explored are ways to bring traditional

knowledge to the attention of patent authorities when

they are assessing “prior art” to determine whether an

invention is sufficiently novel as to be granted a

patent. Prior art has generally been understood to

consist of written or published descriptions of the

invention being examined. Knowledge that has

become “publicly available” because it has been

transmitted orally would not be taken into account in

deciding whether the invention was new. A number of

databases or registries of traditional knowledge have

been created with respect to knowledge that is in the

public domain (i.e., not including traditional knowl-

edge which is transmitted under conditions of

secrecy). A number of the issues related to recording

or codification of traditional knowledge are described

in the WIPO secretariat’s December 2001 Progress

Report on the Status of Traditional Knowledge as Prior Art;

this report is now being considered by the intergov-

ernmental committee. 

Recommendations: Traditional Knowledge
8. We recommend that Canada support the efforts

being undertaken in the World Intellectual Property

Organization working group on Genetic Resources,

Traditional Knowledge and Folklore to determine

whether a form of intellectual property could be

developed with respect to traditional knowledge.

9. We recommend that the Canadian Intellectual

Property Office provide guidance to patent exam-

iners on assessing as “prior art” traditional knowl-

edge that has been made public through oral as

well as written or published transmission.

Effects of Biotechnology Patents on the
Health Care System

Biotechnological inventions are anticipated to

have a major impact on medicine, medical treatment

and the health care system. In its recent report, titled

Genetics, Testing & Gene Patenting: Charting New 

Territory in Healthcare, the Government of Ontario

outlines particular ways in which human gene patents

may threaten Canada’s publicly funded health care

system. In that report, which was endorsed in princi-

ple by the premiers of all provinces at their January 25,

2002, meeting, Ontario calls for both further study of

certain effects of human gene patents on the health

care system and for the provinces to work with the fed-

eral government to address the provinces’ concerns.

We note that the Ontario report approved of several of

the recommendations we made in our Interim Report.

We believe Ontario’s suggestion that the provinces

and the federal government work together to identify

and then respond to negative effects of the patenting

system on the public health care system is the

appropriate mechanism to address such issues. As

noted in the Interim Report, while these issues are

very important, they are not central to our particular

project on biotechnological intellectual property. 
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Whatever decision Canada adopts with respect to

the patenting of non-human animals and plants, the

Canadian patent system ought to handle all patent

applications in as efficient a manner as possible. This

does not mean that the Canadian Intellectual Prop-

erty Office (CIPO) ought simply to award patents

without adequate investigation, but that CIPO ought

to have the resources necessary to conduct effective

and efficient reviews of patent applications. Potential

patent applicants should be able to obtain, prior to

filing, sufficient information to make their applica-

tions as precise and complete as possible. In what 

follows, we recommend a series of measures designed

to improve the operation of the patent system 

in Canada.

GUIDELINES FOR BIOTECHNOLOGICAL
PATENTS AND PROCESSES

It would be beneficial if CIPO were to issue

detailed guidelines on the patentability of biological

material and how applications are assessed. Informa-

tion contained in the Manual of Patent Office Practice

concerning biotechnology does not address many of

the issues discussed in this report.

The United States Patent and Trademark Office

(USPTO) currently issues guidelines on how it applies

patent criteria to different types of invention. These

guidelines focus on some of the subtle distinctions

that the USPTO is called upon to make. The guide-

lines are generally in a form that is more comprehen-

sible to inventors and small companies than are the

more formal patent manuals. These guidelines are

particularly useful for smaller biotechnology compa-

nies not experienced in the patent process. Similar

guidelines could be developed in Canada with the

assistance of an expert advisory panel. 

Recommendation: Guidelines for Patents
on Biological Material
10.We recommend that the Canadian Intellectual

Property Office develop and publish interpretative

guidelines concerning biological inventions. The

guidelines should be updated on a regular basis

and should provide direction to applicants and

examiners, notably on:

(a) the interpretation of the criteria for issuing a

patent (i.e., novelty, non-obviousness, utility

and breadth of claims) as they relate to biolog-

ical inventions, and

(b) the process to be followed by patent applicants

and the benchmark time frames for each step,

to the extent (if any) that these may differ from

other patent applications.

As its views on how patent law applies to biologi-

cal inventions are formulated, we encourage CIPO to

expand on the way it applies the criteria of novelty,

non-obviousness and utility to higher life forms and

on the level of description required to support a

patent claim involving a higher life form. To take one

example, guidelines should clearly delineate the extent

to which CIPO considers the factors of uniformity and

stability in their examination of patent applications

relating to plants and animals. As a second example,

CIPO should clarify whether a patent can be obtained

on higher life forms created through the laborious

application of natural selection and testing but with-

out genetic engineering. A recent decision of the

United States Supreme Court would grant a patent on

such an invention.28

We further encourage CIPO to develop guidelines

as to the appropriate scope of biological patents,

including under what circumstances the holder of a
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DNA sequence patent has the right to prevent some-

one from growing a plant or animal that contains that

sequence. CIPO should carefully consider the view

expressed in a recent report from the Government of

Ontario on gene patenting that there should be a dis-

tinction made between the chemical structure and the

information contained in a DNA sequence in order to

remedy some of the problems related to gene

patents.29 In addition, CIPO should play a role in the

proposed joint federal-provincial-territorial study on

the effects of gene patents on health care. 

Another issue raised by some participants at our

industry sector meeting is the possibility of Canada

adopting a patent restoration policy similar to those

that exist in the United States, Europe and Japan. This

would compensate patent holders for the period of

exclusivity lost while CIPO makes its decision. Before

accepting this position, we believe further insight and

research by CIPO and Industry Canada is required on

this subject.

To the extent that CIPO does not have the juris-

diction to elucidate itself these aspects of patent law,

we encourage CIPO to bring these questions and

options for their resolution to federal government

policy makers. 

As we noted earlier, if higher life forms are to be

patentable in Canada, care must be taken to ensure

that patent holders enjoy the same, but not greater,

rights with respect to their biological inventions as

holders of patents on non-biological inventions.

Achieving this goal may require biological patents or

the holders of them to be treated differently than

other patents or patent holders. 

PERFORMANCE REPORTING

Statistical evidence appears to show that CIPO

takes longer to issue biotechnology patents than do

regimes in other developed countries. More investiga-

tion is required to determine why this is so. If it is

found that the delays are due to a shortage of quali-

fied examiners, this needs to be addressed quickly.

Some participants suggested that CIPO hire more

examiners and pay higher salaries to keep the ones it

has. Others suggested that Canada accept the patent

decisions made in the United States or Europe.

To accommodate the increasing number of

biotechnology and other patents, CIPO must have

not only sufficient numbers of personnel, but also

sufficient expertise. It may be valuable to undertake a

capacity audit of CIPO to determine how many appli-

cations could be handled within a reasonable time,

whether or not additional examiners are required and

what skills and/or expertise are missing. The govern-

ment must provide incentives to retain these individ-

uals and their expertise so that they are not lost to

more lucrative private sector positions in Canada or

the United States.

Performance reporting that includes clear targets

for performance and regular reporting against those

targets can be a valuable tool for ensuring transparency

and accountability. While it may be technically

demanding to develop meaningful standards and a

related reporting mechanism, this remains a valuable

instrument for ensuring that interested members of

the public are able to monitor performance.

Recommendation: Service Standards and
Performance Reporting
11.We recommend that the Canadian Intellectual

Property Office:

(a) regularly update its service standards, based on

best international practice, for processing

patent applications, and 

(b) report regularly on its performance with

respect to those standards and the steps being

taken (such as increasing capacity and/or

expertise) to meet them. 
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INTERNATIONAL HARMONIZATION OF
PATENT LAW AND PROCEDURES

As noted earlier, as a WTO member, Canada is sub-

ject to the provisions of TRIPs. The purpose of TRIPs

is to establish consistency among WTO members on

the protection of intellectual property rights, includ-

ing patents. Canada is also a member of the World

Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO), which

promotes the protection of intellectual property and

encourages administrative co-operation in this regard

among member states. In June 2000, WIPO concluded

a Patent Law Treaty to harmonize the formality

requirements for filing patent applications and main-

taining patents. It will take several years for the treaty

to come into force. Canada signed the treaty in May

2001, which is the first step toward ratification.

Some industry representatives have stated that the

patenting policies of other nations such as the United

States, Japan and Europe have more impact on

Canadian industry than does Canada’s own patenting

policy, given the relatively large size of those markets.

The more aligned Canada is with the patent systems

of its trading partners, the more successful Canada

will be in attracting and maintaining investment and

in promoting a thriving research community. This

suggests that Canada should work to harmonize

patent law and patent procedures internationally so

as to enable Canadian industry to take advantage of

patents worldwide. Implementing the Patent Law

Treaty is a step in this direction. In addition, Canada

should continue to advocate for a transparent, effi-

cient, and uniform patent system at the international

level. Opportunities to do so are available through the

work of the WIPO Standing Committee on the Law of

Patents, which is working toward a Substantive Patent

Law Treaty, and work to be undertaken on the recently

adopted Agenda for Development of the International

Patent System.

Recommendation: International
Harmonization
12.We recommend that Canada pursue further har-

monization of patent policies and procedures at

the international level by:

(a) continuing to participate in international ini-

tiatives to harmonize patent law policy, such as

reform of the Patent Cooperation Treaty, the

work of the Substantive Patent Law Commit-

tee, and work under the Agenda for Develop-

ment of the International Patent System (the

Patent Law Agenda), and

(b) ratifying, as soon as possible, the Patent Law

Treaty, which addresses the formal require-

ments for filing patent applications and

maintaining patents.

SIMPLIFIED SYSTEM FOR CHALLENGING
PATENTS

Several respondents called for easier ways to chal-

lenge issued patents. Currently, Canada has a re-

examination process whereby a patent claim may be

challenged by filing undisclosed prior art (that is, pre-

viously existing and publicly available information).

The prior art is reviewed and, if seen to have merit, the

patentee is notified and given an opportunity to

respond. The patent claim may be cancelled or 

confirmed; in addition, amended or new claims may

be incorporated into the patent. The person challeng-

ing the patent is not involved in the process and there

is no opportunity for others to intervene. Challenging

a patent on any other basis after it has been granted

requires a lawsuit; court proceedings in patent cases

tend to be both very slow and very costly.

We believe Canada ought to follow many of its

major trading partners by introducing an opposition

procedure allowing third parties to challenge a

patent after the patent has been granted. Given that

any opposition procedure would affect all patents,

not just those on higher life forms or other biological

inventions, it may seem beyond our mandate to 

propose that Canada provide such a procedure. 

Nevertheless, we believe that there is much to com-

mend the idea of a speedy mechanism to resolve 

disputes about whether a particular patent was

properly granted, particularly over subject-matter

such as plants and animals that are critical in Cana-

dian health care and agriculture.
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In 1998, the National Biotechnology Advisory

Committee30 recommended that CIPO introduce “an

effective opposition procedure with a time limit of six

months after grant, similar to procedures in Europe.”

Among the points made by NBAC were that patents

can affect third-party rights and that it is in the public

interest to ensure that patents are granted with the

proper scope and that they do not have unduly broad

claims. Broad patents, especially when broader than

those granted by trading partners, can hamper the

commercial activities of companies.

NBAC also stated that there would be an advantage

to creating a system in CIPO that allows third parties to

challenge the validity of a patent short of a full-blown

court case. Such a system would allow for a more thor-

ough examination of patents thought to have strong

commercial significance and allow CIPO to reconsider

its decision in light of third-party arguments. NBAC

also noted the importance of ensuring that opposition

procedures do not cause significant delays — hence the

recommended six-month time limit.

Recommendation: Opposition Procedure
13.We recommend that the government introduce an

opposition procedure into the Patent Act to permit

a patent to be opposed on the grounds that it is

invalid or void. As it is essential that this process be

faster, less cumbersome and less expensive than

the procedures currently available, we further rec-

ommend that the time limit for filing oppositions

be six months from the date the patent was

granted and that procedures be established and

resources provided to ensure that proceedings are

concluded within 18 months from the date the

patent was granted.

The draft recommendation in the Interim Report

was generally supported, except by a few industry

respondents. Several respondents noted that, in order

to function effectively, the opposition procedure must

be designed with care. Thus, in proposing this recom-

mendation, we call upon the government to set out

clear rules covering the following issues:

• Who can commence an opposition proceeding?

We generally support the European position that

any person may commence an opposition pro-

ceeding, even if that person has no economic

interest in the outcome.

• Would the patent be suspended until the opposi-

tion is finally determined? While this is the rule in

Europe, a mechanism is needed to ensure that

patentees do not suffer from the unavailability of

their patent rights because of frivolous opposi-

tions. Thus, a screening process may be required

before the patent is suspended.

• What evidence and procedures will be used 

to determine whether the opposition should 

be accepted?

• What timeline is appropriate in order to ensure

that the opposition is quickly but appropriately

decided? A schedule will need to be established,

with completion dates for steps such as notifica-

tion of the patentee, publication of the opposition,

filing of interventions by interested parties, hear-

ings on temporarily suspending the effect of the

patent, filing of the positions of the various parties,

holding the hearing and issuing a decision.
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This project began, in part, because the question of

whether a patent should be granted to Harvard for its

onco-mouse had reached the courts and would

almost certainly go all the way to the Supreme Court.

Canada’s patent office, unlike those of the United

States, European Union, Japan, Australia and other

countries, took the position that plants and animals

are not patentable under Canadian law.

The case has now reached the Supreme Court. No

matter what the Court decides, government will have

to consider whether further action is required. If the

Supreme Court rules that higher life forms are

patentable, policies and practices of the Canadian

Intellectual Property Office, which examines patent

applications, would have to be revised. Amendments

to the Patent Act or regulations might also be required.

If the Supreme Court agrees with the Commissioner

of Patents, the question would not necessarily be

resolved. The more similar Canadian laws and regula-

tions are to those of our major trading partners, the

better the prospects for the biotechnology sector in

the Canadian economy are believed to be. The gov-

ernment might therefore decide that higher life forms

should be patentable in the future.

We undertook this project in an attempt to identify

and examine issues which should be taken into con-

sideration in deciding whether higher life forms

should be patentable in Canada and, if so, under

what conditions. We conclude that they should be,

provided that the special nature of biological inventions

is taken into account — and only then. Recommenda-

tion 2 should not be accepted or implemented unless

accompanied by Recommendations 3, 4, 5, 10 and 13.

We also point out the need for careful consideration

to be given to the practical implications of deciding to

permit patents on higher life forms. We identify a

number of questions that will need to be answered if

plants and animals are patentable. We urge the gov-

ernment to work with the interested parties to  answer

these questions as soon as possible.

As this report is released, the Harvard mouse case

has just been argued in the Supreme Court. A decision

is not expected for several months. Once the ruling is

known, the government will have its own decisions 

to make. We hope the advice we provide in this

report will assist the government in preparing to

make those choices.
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CBAC began its research and consultation pro-

gram on biotechnological intellectual property and

the patenting of higher life forms in early 2000. The

work has taken place in four phases, all of which,

with this report, are now complete 

Phase 1: The first phase consisted of collecting

and analyzing information on various aspects of the

topic. This included the preparation of research

papers and technical reports by experts and meetings

with biotechnology representatives in industry,

non-governmental organizations and the research

community to target the areas of interest for the

Multi-stakeholder National Roundtables in April

and May 2001. 

Phase 2: In March 2001, we began Phase 2 of the

project. This consisted of two tasks, both designed to

garner the views of Canadians concerning the

patenting of higher life forms. The first task was the

release of a Consultation Document focussing on

four broad issues, and inviting interested Canadians

to comment on them.31

To reach as many people as possible, the Consul-

tation Document was posted on the CBAC web site,

and a media release was issued to tell Canadians

about the report and how to contribute their opin-

ions. Several organizations representing producers,

environmental and citizen interests, consumers,

health professionals and industry also helped to dis-

seminate it. People were invited to send comments,

from March to May 14, 2001, via the committee’s

toll-free telephone number or web site, or by fax or

regular mail. A wide range of organizations and

many individual Canadians took the time to provide

us with their thoughtful responses.

The second task of Phase 2 consisted of Multi-

stakeholder National Roundtables in April and May

2001 in five cities across Canada. The purpose of the

roundtable discussions was to garner the views of

people involved in, or with a particular interest in,

patents and biotechnology. The roundtables

focussed on how to enhance the ability of Canadi-

ans to use intellectual property rights pertaining to

biotechnology in a socially responsible way, and

whether or not Canada should patent plants and

non-human animals and/or related processes.

Reports summarizing the individual roundtable dis-

cussions are available on the CBAC web site, as is an

omnibus report synthesizing the views expressed at

all five roundtables. In concluding Phase 2, we pre-

pared an Interim Report, released November 29,

2001 to serve as the basis for the next phase. 

Phase 3: This phase involved soliciting the views

of Canadians and stakeholders on the draft recom-

mendations contained in the Interim Report and

preparing the final report and recommendations. In

order to ensure that Canadians had sufficient time

and opportunity to consider the material and to pre-

pare and submit comments if they wished to do so,

the Interim Report was open for comments until

March 15, 2002. 

Phase 4: The final phase of this project involved

analyzing the submissions made by phone, fax, mail

and e-mail in response to the Interim Report and

consulting again with specialized audiences. A number

of organizations issued reports or held meetings or

conferences since the Interim Report appeared. All of

these inputs were considered by CBAC as we reviewed

the draft recommendations and developed this

report. While this report represents the formal end of

this project of work, we will continue to monitor

developments in the field.

31 This document was accompanied by a companion piece entitled

Summary Document: A Summary of Principal Ideas Arising from

Research Papers Not Addressed in the Biotechnological Intellec-

tual Property and the Patenting of Higher Life Forms Consultation

Document 2001.
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The views expressed during the course of CBAC’s

research and consultations range along a spectrum

according to the extent to which respondents believed

that biological inventions involving higher life forms

should be treated as intellectual property and the

extent to which intellectual property rights should be

conditioned by social and ethical considerations.

CBAC noted, during its various consultations

leading up to the Interim Report, that the subject of

patenting higher life forms was complex, making it

difficult for ordinary Canadians to participate

actively in the consultation process. CBAC thus

attempted to clarify this subject by identifying four

“Positions” along a spectrum that cover the main

thrust of the range of views expressed to it. These

four views are as follows:

A The patent system ought only to take account of eco-

nomic considerations. While ethical and social con-

cerns are important, they are better addressed using

other means, such as regulation, criminal law, or

industry best practices.

B While the patent system is largely about economic

forces, it has some ability — albeit limited — to

address certain ethical and social concerns. In respect

of these concerns, the patent system is the appropri-

ate means to balance economic and other factors. In

addition, Canada ought to use other means, such as

those described in view A, to address the remaining

ethical and social concerns.

C Concerns about ethical and social matters should be

given as much weight as economic concerns within

the patent system. Since patents are designed to

attain the overall social good, the patent system rep-

resents an appropriate mechanism to address these

concerns in a balanced manner. 

D It is inappropriate to apply economic considerations

to higher life forms, and therefore patents over

higher life forms should be prohibited.

There are a number of options for changes in

government policy and practice flowing from each

position that emerged during the course of our

studies and consultations. There are also issues of

implementation that would have to be addressed if

particular options were to be adopted. Options and

their practical implications are referred to in this

document as “Implementation Options.” We discuss

each of these below, noting that while some ele-

ments of each position are compatible with those of

other positions, many others are inconsistent with

the other positions. The reader is thus cautioned to

read each position as a different set of options flow-

ing from the particular position adopted. In reading

these positions, it is important to remember that

CBAC is presenting them merely to assist Canadians

in understanding both the general policy options as

well as the practical implications of selecting one

position rather than another.

POSITION A: PATENTS AS PURELY
ECONOMIC TOOLS

The following observations and conclusions are

consistent with the view that patents are purely eco-

nomic tools and that, as long as an invention

(including the invention of a plant or non-human

animal) is new, useful and non-obvious, it should

be patentable.

According to this position, Canada’s Patent Act

should be amended to allow the patenting of plants

and non-human animals in addition to the current

patentability of genetic material and cells. Among

the reasons advanced for allowing patenting of

plants and non-human animals are the following:

• The Patent Act’s key purpose is to encourage inventive

activity by rewarding innovators, while making infor-

mation about those inventions public.
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• Mechanisms outside the Patent Act can more

effectively address ethical and social concerns.

• Canada’s major trading partners grant such

patents.

• Not granting patents on plants and animals may

not, in fact, prevent plants and non-human 

animals from being subject to rights flowing from

patents awarded on genetic materials and cells

(see, for example, the 2001 decision of the Federal

Court of Canada decision in Monsanto Canada

Inc. v. Schmeiser).

•  Without patents, inventors will likely rely more

on trade secret protection, which would impede

the free flow of knowledge.

•  CIPO is neither qualified nor empowered to

make social and ethical decisions.

While the Patent Act should be amended to pro-

hibit the human body, at all stages of development,

from being patented, this restriction should not 

prohibit patents over DNA sequences, cell lines or

stem cells of human origin.

If Canada decides to grant patents over whole

plants and non-human animals, it should also

determine whether and which exclusions and

exemptions ought to be provided for and what matters

require clearer codification.

Methods of medical treatment: Canada does not

issue patents for methods of medical treatment.

Such methods have traditionally been considered

unpatentable because they fail to meet the utility cri-

terion of industrial applicability and reproducibility.32

The prevailing view is that how well such treat-

ments work depends on the skill of the physician or

veterinarian administering them. However, pharma-

ceuticals and diagnostic tools, tests and devices are

patentable in Canada. While there may have been

reasons for this distinction (e.g., avoidance of health

care costs including those incurred in patent

infringement litigation), it has been argued that the

distinction is of questionable validity, especially in

the light of modern biotechnology. It has therefore

been suggested that Canada should amend 

the Patent Act to permit patenting of methods of

medical treatment with the proviso that neither

medical activities performed by medical practitioners,

nor the institutions in which they work, can be 

subject to action for patent infringement. Control of

other costs would have to be achieved through 

other means.

Plant varieties: In Canada, plant varieties are pro-

tected outside the patent system; namely, through

the Plant Breeders’ Rights Act (PBRA). Internationally,

plant breeders’ rights were encompassed by the

International Convention for the Protection of New

Varieties of Plants (UPOV). In 1991, UPOV was

amended to permit countries to extend both patent

protection and plant variety protection, of the PBRA

type, to plants and to extend coverage to “essentially

derived varieties and to harvested materials.” In

1999, a bill died on the House of Commons Order

Paper that would have permitted Canada to ratify

the 1991 version of UPOV. Several nations, includ-

ing Canada’s major trading partners, have modified

their regulations to conform to the 1991 version.

Experimental use exemption: Canada allows per-

sons other than the patent holder to use a patented

invention for a non-commercial purpose (usually

for research) or to determine if the invention works

as described in the patent. Most encountering the

current general experimental use exemption find it

unclear, especially with regard to biotechnological

inventions. It has been proposed that Canada

address this concern by amending the Patent Act to

include an explicit experimental use exemption.

However, to address some industry concerns, it was

suggested that Canada review related recommenda-

tions (such as those concerning pharmaceutical

patents) to ensure that the combination of current

rules and an open experimental use exemption do

not hinder companies from enforcing their patents

when someone is using the patented invention to

compete with them.
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Scope of Patent Protection: Two matters related to

the scope of patent protection were identified.

• Due to concerns that it is not sufficiently evident

that a clearly inventive step is required to move

an invention from the realm of “creation of

nature” to the realm of “created by human

ingenuity” as required for a patent, it was sug-

gested that patent protection not be extended to

mere products of reproduction without practical

human intervention.

• Given that courts could interpret patent claims over

DNA sequences and cells as extending to whole

plants and non-human animals, it is necessary to

define the relationship between patents for DNA

sequences and cells (including stem cells) on the one

hand, and patents over whole plant and non-human

animals on the other. There is also concern that

excessively broad patents can inhibit research and

commerce without justification.

Patent System: The need for Canada to be interna-

tionally competitive leads to the conclusion that

CIPO must have the resources and must meet inter-

national standards with respect to the amount of

time needed to issue a patent in Canada. 

International Harmonization: While recognizing

the need for a balance between a “made in Canada”

approach and harmonization with other countries

so that Canada is seen as a responsible trading part-

ner, there is a need for the government to continue

to harmonize its patent policies and procedures at

the international level, including the ratification of

the Patent Law Treaty, which Canada signed in

May 2001.

POSITION B: PATENTS AS ECONOMIC TOOLS
REFLECTING LIMITED SOCIAL AND
ETHICAL CONCERNS

Those whose views are aligned with Position B

consider patent law to be primarily concerned with

economic incentives but with some ability — albeit

limited — to address certain social and ethical

issues. Three positions were put forward for reflecting

social and ethical concerns: one within patent law, one

outside patent law and one in the international arena.

• Ordre public or morality: Within patent law, one

could consider instituting an “ordre public or

morality” clause that would prohibit patents over

inventions whose commercialization would

threaten public safety or offend society’s moral

standards, as well as guidelines for applying these

ethical considerations.

• National Review Board: Position B also accommo-

dates the view that neither CIPO nor the courts

should play the role of ethical filter and that such

a function should instead be served by a separate

publicly accountable body or structure, enabled

by legislation to address ethical issues. This 

system should have public trust; reflect Canada’s

diversity; be open, transparent, effective and 

efficient; and not hinder the patent process. Such

a review board would have expertise in ethics and

social policy concerns, including competition. It

would review patent applications referred to it by

a patent examiner or third party. It would not

have the power to grant or revoke patents, but

would be able to suspend them (temporarily or

permanently). Its decisions would be open 

to judicial review by, but not appeal to, the Federal

Court, Trial Division. It would be encouraged to

issue guidelines as to how it would apply 

its discretion.

• International Advisory Board: Given that unethical

activity occurring elsewhere can affect Canada,

only an international approach to ethics — even

if no firm international standards are possible or

desirable — will assure Canadians that their 

concerns are properly addressed. To this end, the

government should encourage the creation of an

international body that would provide advice to

nations concerning the application of ordre public

or morality.

Public support for research: One ethical concern 

is that expanded patentability would lead both to

further concentration of control of biological infor-

mation in the hands of industry and to a primary

focus on commercialization to the exclusion of

research and development in areas not deemed to be

commercially attractive. While an ordre public or
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morality clause would partially address this concern,

it alone is insufficient. In fact, the patent system

appears to have no way to address this issue satisfac-

torily. An additional measure put forward is for gov-

ernments to maintain and strengthen support for

research in areas that are important but which may

not lead to commercial products. This would help to

ensure that research would continue in areas that

industry might not consider financially viable.

Farmers’ Privilege: While Canada currently has an

unlegislated farmers’ privilege concerning plants

under the Plant Breeders’ Rights Act, no such privilege

exists regarding animals. Amending the Patent Act to

include the right of farmers to collect and reuse

seeds harvested from patented plants and to repro-

duce patented animals for their own use would cod-

ify the current farmers’ privilege with regard to

plants and extend it to animals. This would also pro-

tect individuals who have accidentally had their

crops or animals fertilized or inseminated by a

patented plant or animal (for example, if a patented

seed blows onto a neighbour’s land producing a

crop). Canada could amend the Patent Act to provide

that farmers may use the offspring of a purchased

patented non-human animal for domestic use (for

example, a dairy farmer could use the offspring of a

cow to produce milk or to sell as meat). Patentees

could still license, rather than sell, the patented ani-

mal or plant, which would allow them to impose

any contractual obligations they wish, including an

obligation on the farmer not to reuse the seeds or

breed the non-human animals.

Traditional Knowledge: Industry often uses the 

traditional knowledge of indigenous peoples and

some developing nations to help identify plants and

non-human animals that could lead to valuable

products, but the companies are not required to

share the benefits of these products. The government

has the responsibility to support the efforts of these

groups to create an internationally recognized form

of intellectual property protection for their tradi-

tional practices and knowledge.

POSITION C: SOCIAL AND ETHICAL
CONCERNS EQUAL TO ECONOMIC
CONCERNS

Those whose views are aligned with Position C

would support the suggested changes and initiatives

described under Positions A and B but would go fur-

ther in that they would accord social and ethical

concerns the same level of consideration in the

patenting system as economic concerns through the

creation of a mixed regime involving patents and

other mechanisms.

In addition to introducing an “ordre public or

morality” clause into the Patent Act, regulations

would be established under the Act to set a clear

guidance for interpreting the criteria of novelty, non-

obviousness and utility with respect to biological

products (this would require amending the Patent

Act to create the power to set these regulations); and,

implementing a new legislative regime that could

replace the Plant Breeders’ Rights Act to protect all

biological products. This regime which would need

to be established through new federal legislation,

would describe a process to apply for biological

product protection, the scope and duration of that

protection and its enforcement.

Proponents of Position C also addressed interna-

tional matters, by calling on the government to con-

sider the possibility of renegotiating NAFTA and

TRIPs to allow countries to treat biotechnological

inventions differently from other inventions so that

their ethical and social implications can be

addressed. It further calls for Canada to argue for the

creation of international standards regarding com-

pliance with ethical and social norms, even if NAFTA

and TRIPs are not renegotiated.
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POSITION D: NO PATENTING OF HUMAN
GENETIC MATERIAL, PLANTS OR ANIMALS

Proponents of Position D believe it is wrong to

patent any biological product derived from higher

life forms and that the Patent Act should be amended

to reflect this. Their concerns include:

• spiritual considerations (sanctity of life and the

effects of its commodification)

• philosophical precepts (humans should adapt to

nature rather than vice versa)

• pragmatic concerns (the regulatory system cannot

effectively protect human health and the 

environment)

• economic impact (health care costs and other

social costs could rise)

• social impact (potential threat to genetic privacy)

• environmental impact (new life forms could

harm ecosystems)

• other matters such as the lack of benefit-sharing

and animal welfare.

Specifically, proponents of Position D propose

that the Patent Act be amended to exclude biological

products (DNA sequences, cells, cell lines, stem cells,

tissues, organs and whole plants and animals) from

patent protection and that consideration be given

to excluding processes using biological materials.

The proponents of Position D would, however, sup-

port efforts to create an internationally recognized

form of intellectual property protection for tradi-

tional practices and knowledge.

AREAS REQUIRING SPECIAL EXAMINATION

Three important areas were identified as requiring

special examination by the government that are not

readily ascribed to a particular position. They are:

•  the feasibility of instituting an opposition proce-

dure that would allow third parties to challenge

the validity of a patent without having to undertake

a full-blown Federal Court action, as is currently

the case

•  the extent to which allowing patents over plants

and non-human animals does in fact constitute

an incentive to innovation relative to other forms

of intellectual property protection

•  the interaction between the regulatory regime for

biotechnology and the patenting system in deter-

mining the degree of incentive for research and

development in Canada.
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SOCIAL AND ETHICAL CONCERNS RAISED
BY BIOTECHNOLOGY

Biotechnology and its uses raise a number of

social and ethical concerns in their own right. These

concerns became an important component of

CBAC’s consultations and informed CBAC’s analysis

of whether Canada ought to grant patents over

higher life forms. Because of the importance of these

concerns, CBAC has created this annex to both pro-

vide the reader with CBAC’s understanding of these

issues as well as to serve as a basis for further discus-

sion among Canadians. In the first part of this

annex, we set out some of the principal concerns

raised while in the second part, we examine three

methods to address them.

The concerns that CBAC identified through its con-

sultations and its commissioned reports are as follows:

Commodification of Life
The commodification of life (including genetic

material) is an ethical concern that most clearly arises

directly from the application of patent law to higher

life forms. The granting of a patent right in itself

declares that an invention based on living matter has

the potential to be commercialized. This gives rise to

a concern that, by emphasizing the commercial value

of animals and plants, Canadians will increasingly

view animal and plant forms merely as commodities. 

Current general law permits the buying or selling

of plants and animals as property (hence “commod-

ification”), but outlaws slavery (i.e., the buying or

selling of humans). While the Patent Act further

enforces this view of plants and animals as com-

modities, it clearly is not the source of this view. If

the government wished to alter the ways that Cana-

dians view animals and plants, this would require a

significant public debate that far exceeds the limited

purview of the Patent Act. In addition, Parliament

has no jurisdiction within the Patent Act to regulate

matters solely pertaining to human life and genetic

material, animal ownership and animal welfare that

do not involve the patent scheme per se. Legislation

governing property and contract rights between indi-

viduals, including the ownership of non-human

animals and plants, falls under provincial rather

than federal jurisdiction.

Benefit-sharing
Canada does not have a formal policy or laws on

the sharing of financial benefits of a patented invention

with those groups or populations who have con-

tributed to it in some way. During the consultations,

some participants identified several situations in

which benefit-sharing arrangements ought to be

considered. Two examples are where the invention

depends on access to traditional knowledge (see

related discussion below) and where it depends on

access to a population or sub-population in the

search for the cause of a genetic disease. The diversity

of circumstances in which benefit-sharing might be

applicable implies that a variety of arrangements

may be appropriate.

Traditional Knowledge 
Some roundtable participants raised concerns

about the unequal distribution of the benefits of

patents and their possible impingement on cultural

norms. They described patents as protecting devel-

oped economies but perhaps disadvantaging indige-

nous populations worldwide and local cultures in

less developed countries.

The traditional knowledge of indigenous or local

cultures is often used by industry to help identify

plants and non-human animals that may have prop-

erties of medical or industrial value, thus saving the

companies significant effort. Yet, the peoples on

whose traditional knowledge a patented invention

was based are not entitled under current patent

regimes to obtain the benefits of the patent or the

invention. Many participants believe there is also a
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moral obligation to share profits resulting from the

use of traditional knowledge, and that compensa-

tion or royalties must be provided if traditional

knowledge is used in research leading to a

patentable invention.

Participants also noted that if a patent is granted

on a chemical or gene sequence found in a wild

plant, that plant acquires a monetary value it did not

previously have. This creates an incentive to harvest

it, which may result in over-harvesting to the point

where the plant becomes an endangered species. If

particular communities are using this same plant, its

scarcity could affect their culture.

Animal Welfare 
Animal welfare provides another example of a

class of social issues raised in the consultations where

some of the new applications of biotechnology have

the potential to compromise a societal value, the pro-

tection of animals from unnecessary suffering.

Abuse of Economic Power 
A number of participants in the consultations

raised questions about whether patents were having

the undesirable effect of providing a means through

which multinational corporations create and abuse

a dominant position in the production and distribu-

tion of food products or health-related products,

tests and services. Their recommendations generally

included removing patents from inventions alto-

gether or, in the extreme, denying patents on

biotechnological inventions. This position raises

several issues, including standards that ought to be

used to determine whether an unacceptable degree

of market power has been developed; if it has devel-

oped, whether this power is being abused; the

agency within the government most capable of ren-

dering these decisions; and appropriate remedies to

be applied to reduce or end the abuse.

THREE POSSIBLE APPROACHES

Although patents are generally perceived to deal

with economic incentives, they are not socially and

ethically neutral instruments. By providing eco-

nomic incentives to conduct certain biotechnology

research, the patent system encourages activities that

have both significant potential for positive and neg-

ative ethical, environmental, health and/or social

consequences. Most commentators are familiar with

the arguments in favour of patents — that they are

believed to create incentives to create products and

processes such as new medicines, improvements to

economic productivity, and contributions to

improved human health and welfare. However, as

discussed in the first part of this annex, commenta-

tors also noted a range of potentially negative con-

sequences — commodification of life, inequitable

distribution of benefits arising from patented inven-

tions, potential abuse of corporate ownership of

genetic resources, among others — being reinforced

or precipitated by patents on biological material,

including higher life forms.

As noted in the report, CBAC is of the view that

social and ethical considerations are essential under-

pinnings of effective public policy, and that the full

range of legal, regulatory and institutional means

needs to be considered when developing policy

related to fundamental values.

In its deliberations, CBAC has also sought to

identify potential trade-offs among the societal goals

and values expressed in the consultations. Because

the patent system and society interact in subtle and

changing ways, rules and procedures are required

that are both robust and flexible so that inventions

can be evaluated in the particular context in which

they will be used. At the same time, the ethical and

social consequences of not encouraging certain

innovations must be taken into account, in that

doing nothing can sometimes be more socially and

ethically damaging than encouraging innovation.

In its examination of all these issues, CBAC has

sought to identify mechanisms and potential

responsibility centres that are empowered to

address the matters raised and that are or could be
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encouraged to examine the incentives and potential

limits to be imposed on patents or patent holders. 

A number of the mechanisms noted fall outside

the Patent Act, while others are or could be within

the patent system. These options are described in the

next sections.

Addressing Social and Ethical
Considerations Outside the Patent System

This option is premised on the belief that the

patent system is not an effective tool with which to

regulate social and ethical concerns linked to the

commercialization of biotechnology. Those support-

ing this view raised arguments such as the following:

• Most activity with ethical implications takes place

either upstream or downstream of the reach of

the Patent Act. Social policy objectives may most

effectively be inserted in legislation or regulation

at steps that occur before an innovation can be

patented or, probably more importantly, when a

new invention is brought to the market. Specific

legislation (for instance, the proposed federal act

to address assisted human reproduction that will

prohibit human reproductive cloning) or volun-

tary mechanisms directed to controlling the 

particular offensive activity will be more effective

than the Patent Act at deterring undesirable activity.

• Even if patenting were not allowed, that would

not prevent someone from using, selling, repro-

ducing or importing or exporting an invention

that some consider morally repugnant. This is

because the Patent Act grants an exclusive right

over a biotechnological invention. Without a

patent, anyone who is aware of it — not just the

inventor — is free to make, use or sell the inven-

tion. Thus, preventing undesirable activity in most

cases appears to require specific tailored controls.

• Even if Canada decides not to grant patents over

plants and non-human animals, many of its trading

partners do. Again, this means that Canada

would require a properly constructed regulatory

system in order to prevent undesirable products

from being imported and used in Canada.

Animal Welfare

With regard to research and experimentation

involving animals, by the time a researcher is in a

position to file for a patent, any inappropriate harm

to the animal resulting from the research will have

already been done. Hence, the Patent Act can have lit-

tle, if any, effect in such situations.

The Criminal Code prohibits cruelty to animals;

provincial and municipal authorities may also have

laws or regulations governing the treatment of animals

or the operation of facilities where animals are kept.

Voluntary mechanisms such as the non-profit

Canadian Council on Animal Care (CCAC) are in

place to address animal welfare. CCAC’s ethical

review system is designed to integrate the needs of

scientists, animals and the community at the local

level, and to set standards for the care and use of ani-

mals in science at the national level. Researchers

who receive federal funds (most university and hos-

pital researchers) are required, as a condition of

funding, to comply with CCAC standards. While

many private companies no doubt adhere to them,

they are not obligated to do so.

If new rules and regulations are required to pre-

vent animal suffering, it may be preferable to

address them through special mechanisms that

build on existing regimes for protecting animal wel-

fare, rather than through the Patent Act.

Abuse of Economic Power

Canada and other developed nations all have laws

and agencies dedicated to ensuring that corporations

are not able to accumulate inappropriate market

power or to abuse power they have acquired. The

design and administration of these laws is a complex

matter requiring considerable expertise and

resources. These laws and the related enforcement

institutions are applicable to companies in all sectors

of the economy, all regions within a country and all

technologies in use within the economy. They also

establish relationships and agreements with their

counterparts in other countries to facilitate enforce-

ment of competition laws where national borders

are crossed. In Canada, the Competition Bureau

monitors for potential abuses and prosecutes offenders

before the Competition Tribunal.
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The system of a single set of laws and a single agency

responsible for enforcing competition laws has gener-

ally proven to be more effective than fragmented com-

petition laws and enforcement agencies for each sector

of the economy, for each region within a country or for

each new technology. The potential for an agency such

as CIPO to be effective at monitoring and enforcement

activities that are related to preventing abuse of domi-

nant corporate power is very limited. In part, this is

because it does not have the expertise needed and, in

part, because the tools that it has available to apply

sanctions or order remedies are limited to patents and

would exclude the wide range of potential abuses

arising from other sources. This does not mean that

competition agencies can be complacent as new tech-

nologies and new markets develop and as new corpo-

rate strategies are established. Rather, it means that they

must be particularly vigilant when a new transforma-

tive body of knowledge and technology develops. This

vigilance can and should include re-examination of

policies, guidelines, enforcement practices, remedies

and legislation in the light of new developments.

Other Existing Mechanisms

In addition to these specific examples, Canada

has a variety of regulatory mechanisms which

address some of the social and ethical concerns

raised. For example, the Canadian Environmental 

Protection Act requires that substances to be released

into the environment (including products of

biotechnology such as invented plants or animals)

must be assessed to determine whether they are or

could be harmful to human or environmental

health (including biodiversity). Whether invented

plants or animals were patented would not change

this requirement or the criteria which must be met

to permit release into the environment.

New Mechanisms

In other jurisdictions, vehicles such as the National

Biotechnology Advisory Committee in the United

States have been mandated to discuss a wide range of

social and ethical issues related to biotechnology (not

just intellectual property) and advise the government.

Other organizations concern themselves with ethical

and social issues related to a particular technology or

field of interest, such as the international Human

Genome Organisation Ethics Committee.

Maintain the Status Quo

The analysis presented above leads those holding

this point of view to argue against changing the

Patent Act to address social and ethical issues.

Addressing Social and Ethical
Considerations Within the Patent System

All countries agree that social and ethical consider-

ations are important; they differ only on whether these

concerns should be addressed within patent law or

through specific laws and regulations outside the

patent regime. While many would argue that the Patent

Act should not be used as a tool to implement social

and ethical policies, many countries do use their patent

systems in this way by including an “ordre public or

morality” provision. Such a provision prohibits patents

over inventions whose commercialization would

offend society’s fundamental and shared moral stan-

dards. European and Asian patent legislation includes

such provisions; Canadian and U.S. law does not.

The Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intel-

lectual Property (TRIPs) permits members to refuse

to grant patents on inventions if their commercial-

ization would threaten “ordre public or morality,”

including human and animal health and the envi-

ronment.33 Adding this concept to Canadian patent

law would involve several considerations, some of

which are very complex. One concerns the scope of

the exclusion — that is, should the provision list the

specific products and/or processes considered

socially or ethically unacceptable, or should it be

more general in nature? Second, given that the com-

mercial use of the invention may change over time,

how would the patent system deal with a new use,
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ited by their law.



developed after the patent had been granted, whose

commercialization would contravene “ordre public or

morality”? Conversely, what would happen if a new

beneficial use were found after the patent had been

refused? Third, since a patent does not entitle its

holder to exploit the invention,34 commercial

exploitation can be, and frequently is, regulated by

other legislation governing the field in question.

Fourth, even if a patent is refused, it would still be

possible for the invention to be commercially

exploited (by the patent applicant or anyone else),

despite the breach of “ordre public or morality.”

Finally, who would decide what inventions or uses

of inventions would contravene the provision, what

criteria would they apply and how would the criteria

or guidelines be established?

When discussing “ordre public,” many people refer

to the provision contained in the European Com-

munity’s Directive on the Legal Protection of

Biotechnological Inventions. This provision deems

that certain inventions — human cloning, modifying

human germ-line identity, using human embryos for

commercial purposes and causing suffering to animals

without substantial medical benefit to humans or

animals — are specifically contrary to “ordre public or

morality.”35 This model has been criticized as both

over- and under-inclusive, not sufficiently flexible to

adapt as new developments occur or ethical norms

change and, by addressing the inventions rather

than their uses, is unlikely to actually stop objec-

tionable conduct. A more general provision, 

for example using part or all of the language in

Article 27.2 of TRIPs (see footnote 33 for text),

would avoid the problems identified in the European

Community Directive.

If the decision is made to include an “ordre public or

morality” provision in the Patent Act, it could be made

to apply to the patentability of an invention ab initio or

only as a basis for opposing the grant of a patent. In the

latter case, if the invention was new, non-obvious and

useful, a patent could be granted, but then be opposed

on the basis it was contrary to ordre public or morality in

addition to the usual grounds of not meeting the

patentability requirements.
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Use of “Ordre Public” or Morality Provisions

Country Ordre Morality Human 
Public Health

Canada

United States

Japan

Europe

Australia

Hungary

Korea

Source: Gold, Richard (2001), Patenting Life Forms: An International Comparison (Ottawa: Canadian Biotechnology Advisory Committee), p. 9.

34 That is, a patent merely prevents others from exploiting the invention without the patent holder’s permission; it does not necessarily mean that the patent

holder can commercialize or otherwise exploit it.

35 Only two known cases have occurred where this clause has been used to withhold patents: one over a hairless mouse used to test hair growth prod-

ucts, and the other an invention involving the cloning of a fused human and pig cell. The clause was also raised in respect of the Harvard onco-

mouse. Although the European Examination Division originally found that the mouse patent did not violate ordre public or morality, Greenpeace

and other organizations commenced opposition proceedings against the patent. The patent was upheld in November 2001, although it was modi-

fied to apply only to rodents and not to all mammals.



Wherever the provision was placed, guidance

would have to be provided to the decision maker to

determine whether a particular invention or use was

in fact contrary to the provision. The criteria developed

to make these determinations could be fairly narrow

or quite broad.

Limited Role for the Patent System. A narrow

approach would address only the commercialization

of activities already prohibited in Canada. While

TRIPs states that the mere fact that something is ille-

gal is not sufficient to establish that something con-

travenes ordre public or morality, the reason a certain

activity has been prohibited may very well support

the conclusion that it is immoral. For example, it

may be clear in the debates leading up to a new law

that the reason a certain activity was made illegal was

precisely because it was found to offend against

moral values (for example, selling blood is not

allowed in Canada because this offends our beliefs

that the human body and its parts should not be

commodified; contrast this with the facts that even

where there is no threat to our moral beliefs drugs

cannot be sold in Canada until they have received

Health Canada regulatory approval). This approach

could be referred to as one of alignment — bringing

the patent system in line with pre-existing societal

decisions on social and ethical issues.

Open-Ended Role for the Patent System. In a broader

approach, the ordre public or morality provision

would also be able to address inventions or uses of

inventions the commercialization of which raises

ethical and social concerns which have not (yet)

been addressed through law, regulation or other

means of social control. This approach could be

called open-ended. Article 27.2 of the TRIPs agree-

ment allows countries to exclude inventions from

patentability (that is, declare them ineligible to be

patented) if their commercialization would be

offensive to that society.

As previously mentioned, a single invention may

have a number of uses, only some (or even only

one) of which are objectionable and others which

have clear benefits. If the baby is not to be thrown

out with the bathwater, there is a need for flexibility,

which could be addressed by allowing the decision

maker to suspend the patent, rather than refuse it. In

legal terms, this would mean the patent holder

could not stop anyone else from exploiting the

invention. In practical terms, without this ability to

exclude others, it would be very difficult for the

patent holder to raise the funds needed to commer-

cialize the invention. A further option would be to

grant the patent, suspend it and also deny the patent

holder the right to exploit the patent. If circum-

stances changed (new uses which did not offend, a

shift in public sensibilities, etc.), the suspension

could be lifted.

The question of who makes the determination

would also have to be addressed. In the European

system, it is the patent examiners and technical

experts hearing oppositions who make the decisions

concerning ethical determinations, a situation that

has been criticized on the basis that patent examiners

are not specially trained in social or ethical policy.

This criticism suggests either the need for new

expertise within the Patent Office or creation of a

system for referring patent claims which raise ethical

considerations to a specialized body (either to pro-

vide advice or actually to make the determination).

Whether for a limited role or a broader one, the

definition of the concept of ordre public or morality,

the procedures and deadlines for invoking it, the cri-

teria for determining whether a patent should be

denied or restricted, the identification and qualifica-

tions of the decision maker, the necessary adminis-

trative support system, etc., should be laid out in

regulations under the Patent Act.

If “ordre public or morality” is to be included in

the Canadian patent system, the objective should be

to establish a system that has public trust, reflects

the collective values of the diversity of the Canadian

people, is open, transparent, effective and efficient,

and does not unnecessarily impede what is already

an expensive, cumbersome process.
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SUMMARY OF THREE APPROACHES FOR
ADDRESSING SOCIAL AND ETHICAL
CONCERNS

Status Quo: No Role for the Patent System
Ethical and social issues continue to be addressed

through existing mechanisms, including the pro-

posed Assisted Human Reproduction Act, criminal and

competition law, regulations under the Food and

Drugs Act, requirements of funders or professional

organizations for the ethical treatment of human

and animal research subjects, etc. Newly identified

issues would continue to be addressed by appropri-

ate bodies such as Parliament, granting councils,

hospital research ethics bodies, etc., resulting in new

laws or regulations or other appropriate responses.

This option does not require any change to either

the Patent Act or its administration and thus has the

advantages of continuity, stability and predictability,

which are highly valued in the business community.

A disadvantage of this option is that inventions

which raise similar social and ethical considerations,

but arise in different fields of endeavour, may not be

treated similarly.

Alignment: Limited Role for the
Patent System

Where ethical and social issues have already been

addressed in law, regulation or other means, a patent

can be denied, suspended or restricted to align with

those decisions. The patent system would continue

to be predictable (as in the status quo option) in

that the existing social and ethical decisions would

be known to potential patent holders in advance.

Consistency of treatment between the patent system

and decisions made in other legal or regulatory ven-

ues can also be seen as an advantage. The major dis-

advantage of this option is its reactive nature.

Open-Ended: Broad Role for the
Patent System

This option provides the greatest scope for taking

social and ethical considerations into account

within the patent system.36 A particular advantage of

this approach is that issues which have only recently

been identified and have not yet become the subject

of other mechanisms of social control could be

addressed by denying or restricting patents. Given

the great speed at which advances occur in biotech-

nology, this approach provides the only realistic

means to addressing social and ethical issues early

on in the life of a new technology. This ability to

adapt to new developments, however, also intro-

duces uncertainty and unpredictability into the

patent system, which may deter innovation and

investment in Canada.

Each of these approaches could be implemented

in a variety of ways. Whichever is chosen, it will have

to be developed in a manner that is consistent with

Canada’s international obligations under TRIPs and

other agreements.
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A nation’s laws, institutions and policies should

reflect the values of its citizens. As values and/or cir-

cumstances change over time, the laws and institutions

and policies should also evolve to reflect the new reality.

Recent advances in biotechnology can have pro-

found economic and social effects. Many predict

that this new knowledge and its related applications

will have increasingly important impacts through-

out the world. These impacts, both positive and neg-

ative, will continue to cause many members of our

society to raise new issues and to revisit existing val-

ues and underlying ethical premises. In some cases,

this deliberation may lead to a call for reassessment

of a range of existing laws and regulations or the

institution of specialized agencies or courts. 

The public interest is the most important consider-

ation in developing government policies and pro-

grams. Public interest embraces, for instance, people’s

health and quality of life, the health of the environ-

ment, a strong national economy and a peaceful

global community. It calls for good governance,

which in turn requires integrity and transparency of

operations, independence from inappropriate influ-

ence, openness to the views of Canadians, responsive-

ness to citizen concerns and the integration of the

diversity of Canadians’ interests and priorities.

Public policy recommendations are, or ought to

be, formulated in this ethical context. Ethical judg-

ments are not “stand-alone” judgments; rather, they

are “all things considered” judgments that take into

account economic, political, legal, scientific and other

factors. In developing recommendations on biotech-

nology, CBAC attempts to integrate these various fac-

tors and to develop recommendations that best serve

the greater good and overall public interest.

CBAC has identified a set of ethical principles

and values for its consultations and discussions with

stakeholders and Canadians. These principles repre-

sent the ethical lens through which CBAC will con-

duct its work and make its recommendations.

The statement was presented to participants in

multi-stakeholder roundtables held in April and

May 2001, as part of CBAC’s projects on Regulating

Genetically Modified Foods and Patenting of Higher

Life Forms. Specifically, CBAC wanted to know if the

proposed principles were appropriate and if others

should be added.
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ANNEX E: ETHICAL FRAMEWORK: REACTIONS OF
ROUNDTABLE PARTICIPANTS AND NEXT STEPS

Statement of Principles and Values 
Guiding CBAC

Justice A commitment to ensure a

fair distribution of benefits

and burdens. A commitment

to ensure that policies and

practices do not con-

tribute to the oppression of 

vulnerable groups.

Accountability A commitment to promote

the conditions necessary to

allow Canadians to pursue

their fundamental values and

interests. A commitment to be

transparent and answerable.

Autonomy A commitment to promote

informed choice.

Beneficence A commitment to pursue

benefits for Canadians and

others throughout the world.

Respect for A commitment to ensure

diversity respect for diverse ways and 

forms of life.

Knowledge A commitment to value both

scientific and traditional

knowledge.

Caution A commitment to adopt a pre-

cautionary approach when

knowledge is incomplete.



ARE THE PROPOSED PRINCIPLES
APPROPRIATE?

There was strong support among roundtable par-

ticipants for CBAC’s proposed principles. It was felt

that the broad terms in which the principles are

stated are appropriate given that the principles are

intended to be overarching and directional.

However, some individuals suggested that the

principles represent a framework that is too out-

come oriented. They proposed that, before assuming

a particular outcome, CBAC should determine

which goals Canada should pursue in the field of

biotechnology. This determination should be done

in a way that probes the underlying moral and

philosophical concerns raised by biotechnology in

general and by intellectual property and the patent-

ing of higher life forms in particular. It should also

include Canada’s position on matters such as the

nature and ownership of life and whether or not

humanity should have the right to manipulate life.

It was evident from CBAC’s consultations that

while the proposed principles provide a reasonable

framework for determining policy in the area of

biotechnology patenting, the real challenge lies in

interpreting and applying those principles. Many

participants felt that CBAC needed to continue to

identify, understand and describe Canadian values

and to ensure that these values are reflected in the

principles. They also felt that the principles must be

more clearly defined since, as currently described,

some are open to varying interpretations (see  “Spe-

cific Suggestions for Wording of CBAC’s Proposed

Principles”). Some participants urged CBAC to go

further and clarify how the principles can be incor-

porated into specific decisions in the real world of

innovation, patenting and marketing.

Many participants felt that Canada, with its links

to both the United States and Europe, is in a posi-

tion to exercise moral leadership in establishing an

international consensus on values and principles

and their implementation in the patenting of

higher life forms. However, they felt that before

entering the international arena Canada should

develop a national position through inclusive,

open, transparent processes that reflect Canada’s

diversity. They suggested that the development of

Canada’s position probably should not be driven

purely by altruism; Canada needs to look after its

own interests at the same time it considers the

longer-term consequences of a new international

patenting regime.

SHOULD OTHER PRINCIPLES BE ADDED?

Participants suggested that the following princi-

ples should be considered.

Specific Suggestions for Wording of
CBAC’s Proposed Principles

Justice

• Some participants suggested that this principle as

written is a political statement because it deals with

the distribution of benefits and burdens but does not

address whether these benefits and burdens should

be allowed to occur.

• In addition to oppression, add a reference to avoid-

ing exploitation of vulnerable groups.

• Justice should also be considered in the context of

developing countries. At present, the distribution of

benefits of biotechnology is unfairly weighted in

favour of developed countries. The emphasis of ben-

efits should be shifted to developing countries.

• A definition of Justice is required — what is meant by

“fair,” who are the vulnerable groups, who deter-

mines this?

Accountability

• Definition of accountability must describe who is

answerable should something go wrong.

• Add the concept of enduring liability.

• Consider combining accountability and autonomy

so they can be balanced against each other.

Autonomy

• The reference to informed choice may require elabo-

ration. The principle should define how to properly

engage people who may lack the knowledge or

understanding of what is proposed in a way that

ensures an “informed” decision.

• Consider breaking this principle into two parts —

(a) being informed, (b) ability to act independently
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— define both. 

• Include a reference to non-coercion; ensure the abil-

ity to make independent choice and decisions.

Beneficence

• Define as a commitment to pursue all benefits.

• Include in the definition the concept of the benefits

of investment.

Respect for Diversity

• Definition should specify “bio-diversity in its broad-

est sense.”

• Extend the concept to specifically include plants,

non-human animals and the environment.

Knowledge

• As currently written, the principle is not clear —

define what is meant by knowledge.

Caution

• It was proposed that this principle should simply be

“a commitment to adopt a precautionary approach”

and that the phrase “when knowledge is incom-

plete” is unnecessary. Where there is uncertainty, the

“safest choice” should be made. The document must

clearly define this principle.

• It was suggested that the intent of this principle

should be to avoid rushing into things without

serious prior consideration but should also be

concerned with being so cautious that any progress

is not possible — must be balanced.

• It was noted that biotechnology requires “a lot of

caution” because even experts are unclear about

potential risks. 

• The precautionary principle, upon which the cau-

tion principle is based, is controversial, and there

are several interpretations. Does CBAC mean “if

you don’t know, don’t do it” or does it mean

“anticipate, go slowly and ensure you have an

escape strategy”? This needs to be clarified.

• Is the concept of “substantial equivalence” used

in regulation development consistent with 

this principle?

NEXT STEPS FOR CBAC’S
PROPOSED PRINCIPLES

CBAC views the process of developing and refining

its proposed principles as one of its highest priorities.

It also understands that, as new technology becomes

available, there will be a continuing need to update

these principles. To this end, it will continue to solicit

the views of Canadians on how to better define the

principles. Suggestions received during the consulta-

tions leading up to and the comment period follow-

ing the interim reports Improving the Regulation of

Genetically Modified and Other Novel Foods and Patenting

of Higher Life Forms and related issues concerning this

statement will assist CBAC in its work toward a

global framework for addressing social and ethical

considerations associated with biotechnology.
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AUSTRALIA, PATENTS ACT 1990, 
NO. 83 OF 1990 

18(2) Human beings, and the biological processes

for their generation, are not patentable inventions. 

DIRECTIVE 98/44/EC OF THE EUROPEAN
PARLIAMENT AND OF THE COUNCIL OF
6 JULY 1998 ON THE LEGAL PROTECTION
OF BIOTECHNOLOGICAL INVENTIONS

Recitals
(16) Whereas patent law must be applied so as to

respect the fundamental principles safeguarding the

dignity and integrity of the person; whereas it is

important to assert the principle that the human

body, at any stage in its formation or development,

including germ cells, and the simple discovery of one

of its elements or one of its products, including the

sequence or partial sequence of a human gene, cannot

be patented; whereas these principles are in line with

the criteria of patentability proper to patent law,

whereby a mere discovery cannot be patented; 

(17) Whereas significant progress in the treat-

ment of diseases has already been made thanks to

the existence of medicinal products derived from

elements isolated from the human body and/or 

otherwise produced, such medicinal products result-

ing from technical processes aimed at obtaining 

elements similar in structure to those existing naturally

in the human body and whereas, consequently,

research aimed at obtaining and isolating such 

elements valuable to medicinal production should

be encouraged by means of the patent system;

(20) Whereas, therefore, it should be made clear

that an invention based on an element isolated from

the human body or otherwise produced by means of

a technical process, which is susceptible of industrial

application, is not excluded from patentability, 

even where the structure of that element is identical

to that of a natural element, given that the rights 

conferred by the patent do not extend to the human

body and its elements in their natural environment; 

(21) Whereas such an element isolated from the

human body or otherwise produced is not excluded

from patentability since it is, for example, the result

of technical processes used to identify, purify and

classify it and to reproduce it outside the human

body, techniques which human beings alone are

capable of putting into practice and which nature is

incapable of accomplishing by itself;

Article 5 
1. The human body, at the various stages of its

formation and development, and the simple discov-

ery of one of its elements, including the sequence or

partial sequence of a gene, cannot constitute

patentable inventions.

2. An element isolated from the human body or

otherwise produced by means of a technical process,

including the sequence or partial sequence of a gene,

may constitute a patentable invention, even if the

structure of that element is identical to that of a nat-

ural element.

3. The industrial application of a sequence or a

partial sequence of a gene must be disclosed in the

patent application.

Article 8 
1. The protection conferred by a patent on a biolog-

ical material possessing specific characteristics as a

result of the invention shall extend to any biological

material derived from that biological material through

propagation or multiplication in an identical or diver-

gent form and possessing those same characteristics.

2. The protection conferred by a patent on a

process that enables a biological material to be pro-

duced possessing specific characteristics as a result of

the invention shall extend to biological material

directly obtained through that process and to any

other biological material derived from the directly

obtained biological material through propagation
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or multiplication in an identical or divergent form

and possessing those same characteristics.

Article 9 
The protection conferred by a patent on a product

containing or consisting of genetic information

shall extend to all material, save as provided in

Article 5(1), in which the product is incorporated

and in which the genetic information is contained

and performs its function.

Article 10 
The protection referred to in Articles 8 and 9 shall

not extend to biological material obtained from the

propagation or multiplication of biological material

placed on the market in the territory of a Member

State by the holder of the patent or with his consent,

where the multiplication or propagation necessarily

results from the application for which the biological

material was marketed, provided that the material

obtained is not subsequently used for other propa-

gation or multiplication.

Article 11 
1. By way of derogation from Articles 8 and 9, the

sale or other form of commercialisation of plant

propagating material to a farmer by the holder of the

patent or with his consent for agricultural use

implies authorization for the farmer to use the

product of his harvest for propagation or multiplica-

tion by him on his own farm, the extent and condi-

tions of this derogation corresponding to those

under Article 14 of Regulation (EC) No 2100/94.

2. By way of derogation from Articles 8 and 9, the

sale or any other form of commercialisation of

breeding stock or other animal reproductive mate-

rial to a farmer by the holder of the patent or with

his consent implies authorization for the farmer to

use the protected livestock for an agricultural pur-

pose. This includes making the animal or other ani-

mal reproductive material available for the purposes

of pursuing his agricultural activity but not sale

within the framework or for the purpose of a com-

mercial reproduction activity.

3. The extent and the conditions of the deroga-

tion provided for in paragraph 2 shall be deter-

mined by national laws, regulations and practices.
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There are different approaches to patenting of

higher life forms and related processes around the

world. This chart compares Canada to other major

biotechnology exporting countries (United States,

Japan and the members of the European Union)

and selected other countries (Australia, Hungary and

Korea). The shaded areas in the table below show

what is permitted to be patented in these countries.
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ANNEX G: PATENTABILITY OF PLANT, ANIMAL AND
HUMAN MATERIAL AND OF PROCESSES USING 

HIGHER LIFE FORMS, CANADA AND OTHER COUNTRIES

* Please note that the boxes “Animal Diagnostics” and “Human Diagnostics” apply only to diagnostic procedures used directly on animals or

humans (that is, not diagnostic methods performed outside the body). Similarly, “Gene Therapy for Animals” and “Gene Therapies for Humans”

apply only to gene therapy procedures performed on animal or human bodies and include neither the materials used in gene therapy nor

processes that occur outside the body.

** Although the European Patent Office has issued patents over human genes and cells that are applicable in France, the French Minister of Justice

stated, in June 2000, that these patents may be invalid if challenged in France.

***Asexually reproduced plants only.

Source: Gold, Richard (2001), Patenting Life Forms: An International Comparison (Ottawa: Canadian Biotechnology Advisory Committee). This chart is an
amalgamation of the three tables and supporting material in the box “Patentable Subject Matter” on page 7.

United European
Canada States Japan Union Australia Hungary Korea

Proteins (plant, animal, human)

Genes (plant, animal, human) **

Cells (plant, animal, human) **

Plants ***

Plant Varieties

Plant Breeders’ Rights

Animal Organs

Animals

Animal Varieties

Human Organs

Processes without substantial 
human intervention

Animal Diagnostics*

Animal Therapies

Gene Therapy for Animals*

Human Diagnostics*

Human Therapies

Gene Therapies for Humans*




